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AMONG THE FARMERS.

JoNES.

Smith & Machinist,

MAINK.

<ίι>L'TH PARIS,
machinery, «team «η
\i.4uufacturer of «entraimachinery and tools, |
mill work, spool
and drills made and |
dies
set H'lt"!·, tape,
:
mowln* and threshing mawired. ^cwln*. kinds, presser», guns, pie- (
rv
»)l
pumpeof
neatly and promptly re- j
iuilves, traps, etc..

ι,

steam

and

water

oiling

done to order.

LBKKT D. PARK,

»

Licensed

.11II Ρ Λ RIS,
ferme Moderate.

IklSBSB

Auctioneer,

M * IN Κ.

PARKER,

<X

and Counsellor» at I-aw,
MAINS.
i'.I MKORD FALLâ,
■>: oelii Collection Department.
Ralph T. l'arkei
D. Blebee,
Attorneys

\

bmw

L. KICK,

»

^

Surgeon Dentist,

M Λ INK.

><H'TH PARIS,
;;est work warranted.

ν

-t

.i«»nks,

ι*

il

j ^ι:

Dent: et,
MA INK.

NORWAY.

13—1 to 4.
mfi.-v Hour»—!* to
M.D.,
RATIO WtHJDBUBY. A.M.,

jj

Physician <ϊι Burgeon»
>
.·

an·! residence, 12

Ilitch Street.

"!Γί'·

Κ

i'V^ruev
SCÛWAY,

jj

at

Law,
M AIN Β

t.oi.e>-tloi·.'

li.i-ne κ e>.k·

*

spectxit?

k:î:;îcb a park.

Attorney© at Law,

MAIN*.

lîKTtlEL,
llaon K. Herrlck.

»

d!N S.

J

MAINE.

Ι Γ H PARKS

SMery

C-Park

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,
WAIN*
D1KK1KLD,
M.

J

LoNtiLEY,

Plrmbing. Steam and Hot
Water Heating.
MAINE.

NORWAY.
RIGHT Λ WHEELER,

Attorneys and Counsellors

at Law,

SOITH PARIS. MAINE.

A lu· η C. Wheeler.

JimimS. Wrl|kL

IMtOB.lTK SI OTIC E*.
of the Estates
Τ ιϋ ;>crsons Interested In either
hereinafter named
In and

At a I'roNate Court, he M at Paris.
Tucsdav of
the County of Ox ford, on the thin'
!n the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
»:ne hundred and four.
action thereupon
.tvlrnc !>een presented for the
Oki>kkki>:
m r. lnafter Indicated. It Is hereby
to
all person* Inbe
given
Tl it notice thereof
order to be
terested, by causing a copy of this In the OxNhed three weeks successively
at South
Democrat, a newspaper published
at a
l'-trls, In -aid Countv, that they may appear the
on
''-■•'•ate Court to \>e held at Paris,
1). 1904, at »
A.
of
November,
I Tuesday
heard theref the clock In the forenoon, and be

If they see cause.
.leEVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxtleld,
thereof
v-."l. will and |>etltlon for probate
executor
relented by John S. Harlow, the
therein named.
deceased;
DA Μ Ε I. BISBEE, late of Canton,
and the
an I petition for probate thereof
wl
admln!*tratas
», ; Intment of Ansel U Staples
-■•h the win annexed presented by Edward
in

L. Klsbee,

κ>η.

MoULTOS, late of Sweden, dtwl 1 and petition for probate thereof
■<·
L. Moultou, one of the execHenry
by
presented
Hi Κ I-

ο.

·,

utor*

therein named.

C. PRATT, late of Parts detor license to se'1 and convey
by Geo A. WUson, admlc-

GUSTAVUS
ceased. petition
re». e-tatc presented

1-Ira tor.

for licence to sell and convey real estate présente·! by Emma Ν. Κυχ, guardian.

WHITNEY, late of Oxford, «le-

GEORGE
and convev
c eased ; petition for licence to sell
adreal estate presented by Walter L. Uray,
ministrator.

l'RATT, late of Harts, de
an allowance out of personal
estate presented by Sarah T. l'ratt, widow.
vM'REW J. MILLS, late of Norway, deceased ; third account presented for allowance
by Eugene T. Smith, trustee.
LI'CY A.TURNER, late of Hebron, deceased;
ilnal account for allow nee and petition for ort.USI'A VΓ- c.
ea-ed, petition for

distribute balance remaining In his hands
presented by Wa ter L. Uray, administrator.
der

to

ELIZABETH M. BARRETT, late of Sumner,
deceased; flr*t and tlnal account presented for
allowance bv Se Me ο U. Barrett, administrator.
MONROE BOY ΝΤΟΝ, late of Hiram, deceased; petition for order to distribute balance
remalulug In his hands, presented by Johu B.
Pike, admloUtrator.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
—

ROnCE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
tieen duly appointed executrix of the last will
an ί testament of
ELVIRA BARROWS, late of Parle,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
demands against the estate of said dehaving
ceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make pavment Immediate)ν
LIZZIE M. MORSE.
Oct. Mb, lyui.
KOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
ha-· l>een duly appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of
•JOSEPH BRI »US, late of Paris,
lu the Couuty of oxford, deceased. All per·
sous having demands against the estate of said
le< cased are iieslred to present the same for
seulement, and all Indebted thereto are
ed to make pavment Immediately.
CARRIE A. BRIUUS.
Oct. lath. 1D04.
■

request-1

NOTICE·

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I
■ is ts-en duly appoluted administratrix of the
1
estate of
II \RLEs T BRADEES, late of Sumner,
and
given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
All i»ersous having I
u Is as the 1 iw direct».
'ii.in is against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the saine for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ELLA G. BRADEES.
Oc» l*th, ISM.
■.•

NOTICE.

In the IHstrtct Court of the Unite·! States for
the district of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
lu the matter of
)
HENRY KELR.
J In Bankruptcy,
of Parts, Baukrupt )
To the creditors of Henry Kerr In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the S2nd dav of
Kerr
October. A. I»." I*>4. the said Henrr
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the
at
held
be
wtU
Urn meeting of his creditors
the Court House, In South Parle, on the Tth
the
In
o'clock
at
10
D.
A.
1W4,
day of Sov.,
forenoon, at which time the «aid creditors
a trustee,
may attend, prove their calms, appoint
exandne the bankrupt and transact such other
business as may properly come before said

meeting.
South

Paris, Oct .'4, 19C4
UEO. A. W1LSOS,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

MOTICE.
In the Idsttlct Court of the United States for the
Dtstrl tof Maine. In Bankruptcy.

)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
EDW A Rl> r. BLΛKE,
)
of Bethel. Binkrupt.
To the creditor" of Edward V. Blake In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on tt.e tind day of
Oct., A. D 1:«>4. the said Edward T. Blake was
the drst
duly abjudicated baiikrupt, and that the
Court
meeting of his creditors will be held at
of
Sov.,
dav
Tth
the
on
House. In South Parts,
A. I). 1* 4, at II) o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the «aid c-editors may attend, prove their
claims, appolut a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other bui-lueee as may properlycome before said meeting.
South Parts, Oct. 24. 1S04
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

|

Leaves for
It has

always

Clay

been a

Land.

question

as

to

the leaves that cumber
"SPKKU THK PLOW."
up tbe yards in our smaller cities and
towns.
We recently asked a recognized
authority in regard to this matter, as to
on practical agricultural topics
how much fertilizing value there was in
Correspondence
Is solicited
Address all communications Inand as to whether one who has to
tended for this department to Hkmkt D. them,
Uumoiiii, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- purchase fertilizer could save anything
ocrat, Paris. Me.
in not only cleaning up his own yard,
bow beet to

Low Priced Landi of the East.
The Maine Farmer never has tried to
evade or cover up the fact of the extremely low selling value of desirable
farm lands in the East, and especially of
such lands here in Maine. The writer
has had occasion during the harvest just
past of riding up and down both the Androscoggin and the Kennebec valleys
and noting some of the recent farm
sales.
In natural productiveness, in
location and market facilities, lay of the
land and beauty of scenery, these valleys, and others in the state, are not
and rarely equalled in any
excelled
other section of the couutry. Yet the
selling value of lands aud their improvements here as well as elsewhere in the
East, is astonishingly low, so low that
those who learn of such values are wont
to conclude therefrom that they are infertile, undesirable and valueless. These
lands are not for sale for any reason of
being undesirable and unproductive.
But people grow old and can no longer
carry the burdens of care and labor.
So, too, people die and estates must
change owners. Such changes are nuThese are the
merous in every locality.
principal causes that put these desirable
on
the
market.
farms
They must be
sold regardless of value.
A professor well known throughout
the country, and of high stauding in
in one
oue of the colleges of agriculture
of the states of the middle west where
farm land is curreut at one hnndrcd dollars an acre, recently stated to a student
privately that if he were going to locate
in farming he should go to Maine.
A Wisconsin correspondent of the
Country Gentleman writes "that instead
of paying one hundred dollars an acre
for land in Wisconsin he should go
E;«st, for as sure as the sun rises and
sets," he continues, "I believe there
will be more money made in the advance
in price of land in the East than there
will be in the \Y est. The land and buildings are all there; railroads and markets
at your very doors."
These men h: ve caught on to the
This shows that what we
situation.
want if we would bring back the value
of our Hue Maine farms is to advertise.
The great influx of people into this
country do not know that here in Maine
we are offering them more for the money
than can be found in any other section
Note what Strout's
of the country.
agency is doing through its advertising
in the sale of real estate to parties from
Consider conditions in
other states.
Aroostook county—there are no low
priced lands there. Every man in the
county considers himself commissioned
to whoop her up and ring the changes on
all occasions on the potato crop for those
Aroostook lands, and we on the outside
are helping them do it to the neglect of
our own equally inviting and in some
respects more desirable valleys. If the
state would speud the money and give
the attention to booming the farms and
the farming in their true light that it
has done and is now doing to attract
attention to our wild lands and the game
running therein, the increase of property
values resulting therefrom would mount
it is only
up into thousands where now

use

but in helping out the neighbors. He
said that if tbe labor of gathering the
leaves and getting them on the land was
nut too great they would furnish a fine
mulch under apple trees, and if allowed
to rot through the fall and winter would
pr«>duce fine results in helping to save
the moisture for the roots. Furthermore he remarked that in case of wet,
heavy clay land if the leaves could be
worked into the clay in goodly proportion they would have a wonderful influence to lighten up the soil and sepIn this way he
arate the clods of clay.
thought they would be of the greatest
benefit, provided one had the soil to use
them upon, and he remarked further
that he had seen a whole Held reclaimed
from a solid and almost useless chy bank
to a fertile, loamy soil by the liberal use
of leaves several seasons in succession.
We know many a householder less than
a thousand miles from this office, who
delights in clean, well kept lawns all the
season around, who would rejoice with
great rejoiciug if more of the neighbors
were intent on reclaiming clay banks.
The quickest way and uuless some one
has some use for the leaves, the most inexpensive, is to burn them. When perfectly dry they make very good bedding
for young stock, but are practically
worthless for horses after they have
been once used.
of reclaiming the clay banks
recalls what a good farmer
county did not a great many
Near his cosy home, and in
plain sight from the public highway,
But a
was an unsightly sand waste.
short distance away, but separated by a
The story
with leaves
in Somerset
years ago.

running brook,

was

a

hard leaden

ciay

of them was as unfertile
The old gentleman spent
as the other.
a good many unhappy moments thinking of this waste of land so near his
buildings, and yet so unsightly to all
beholders. Finally he hit upon a plan
and started in on an experiment in one
corner of the field.
Throwing a cheaply constructed bridge across tbe brook
he utilized every spare moment of his
hired man. hauling sand on to the clay
bank, and as a return load took clay
and dumped it on to the sand bank.
Of course at first, results were slow to
be seen, but it was not a great many
seasons before he rejoiced to see crops
growing on either side of the brook,
where none bad grown before. Believing that he was on the right road be
redoubled his efforts and each season
hauled more clay and more sand, until
in a short time by the liberal use of his
strawy barn dressing, both fields were
completely redeemed and to this day
have borne abundant harvests. For a
number of years he kept them in grass,
top dressing each season until he began
to crop them as be did other portions of
his farm, and to-day tbey are tbe most
productive of his entire acres, of which
none in Somerset county are more fertile.
We never behold a sand waste, if it is
anywhere near a clay bank, but what
we' want to get right out and tell this
story to the owner thereof.—Turf, Farm

bank, and

one

«
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More Butter Used.

The consumption of butter during the
«V uifti ΙΟ
IU uuilill».
season has been much larger than
to
past
The
towus.
the
rural
way
people iu
usual. Prices have been somewhat
net their attention is to advertise the lower, the
general consumer is generally
opportunities here to be found. No sec- better off and
more able to buy in quanstatistics
as
show,
of
the
tion
country,
and the average grade of all butter
tity
harvested
than
are
better
crops
producer
into market has improved. The
here in Maine. At the same time no- coming
UVVMVV.

uvt ν

.»

wv.v

where is the land that produces them
rated at so low a value.—Maine Farmer.
The Care of

MERToS H. KO.X, minor, of l'opter; petition
1'
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Oxford

Dairy

Cows.

and care of

In the housing
Country shows,

dairy

cows

in general
as a rule,
practice, any methods or conditions better than those of America. The average
conditions elsewhere are bad enough,
with opportunities for very great improvement; but such improvement is being made as rapidly in this country as
anywhere. Nowhere else is there a better appreciation of the importance and
economy of abundant room, light, air,
dryness, comfort aud cleanliness for
One hears much of the close relacows.
tions between the dairy cows and the
families of their owners iu Holland and
no

Switzerland, connecting apartments, under the same roof, etc.; but the stables
which are seen in summer converted in-

conservatories and rooms for weaving and cheese curing are the exceptional and show places. Even the beet of
these when visited in midwinter, with
the cattle in place, are oftan found dark,
ill ventilated, close, crowded and unsanitary in many respects, although frequently kept clean. The construction of cow
stables generally in the old world is of
the substantial kind, but with little reto

gard light and ventilation, convenience
of arrangement or ease of cleaning.
to

The labor necessary to keep them in
decent condition would be regarded as
impossible in this country. The cow
houses in Denmark average the best of
all in Europe, but they are no better in
of those
any respect than the average
of the distinctly dairy districts of this
recountry, and there is here far more
gard for economy of labor management.
Danish stables are generally kept cleanprobably cleaner than in America—but
at the expense of a vast amount of very
cheap labor. Iu other countries, as well
paid to
as Denmark, much attention is
cleaning the cow stables, but the conclusion has been forced upon us that
this is done more from an appreciation of
the value of all manurial matter aud the
fixed habit of saving it than from any
knowledge or intention of cleauliness as
of prime importance iα dairying. This
is especially shown by the fact that the
cows are milked in just about as careless
and uncleanly a manner in Great Britaiu
and all over Europe as, it must unfortunately be confessed, is the common
practice in the Uuited States. The very
general use of womeu as milkers in all
foreign dairy districts is a decided adcleaner
vantage; they are gentler and
than men, and vastly better than the
sorts
all
does
who
average farm laborer,
Much attention
of work during the day
is being given, especially iu England, to
perpetuate the custom of employing
women instead of meii for milkers, and
to maintain the efficiency of milkmaids;
the popular public milking contests at
the dairy shows are useful and commendable. Many parts of Europe have the
additioual advantage of keeping the
This practice
cows in the open air.
does much to insure clean milk and
pare products.—Year
of Agriculture-

Book Department

Meat Consumed in

England.

A committee of the Royal Statistical
Society of Great Britain has recently
been engaged in investigating the production and consumption of meat and
dairy products in that country, and
while they tind that there has been increased production, yet it lias not beer
on a scale proportional with the increase
in population. According to its report,
submitted at a recent meeting of th<

society, the average consumption pei
head in Great Britain was, of meat, 121.c
Gold Watch Lost.
pounds; of milk, 15 gallons; of cheese,
10.5 pounds, and of butter, 18.5 pounds
Lo»t : Between South Paris depot The amount of meat included 56.8 pound;
and the Court House, a Woman's of beef and veal, 27.5 pounds of niuttoi
pounds of bacon aud pork
Small Gold Watch bearing on one and lamb, 36.8
In addition, the British people consume
side a monogram with the letter* "A. extensive
quantities of poultry, game
W. S." and on the other side three rabbits, etc., which are not included it
average of 1« 1
jewels. The finder will be suitably the above summary. notThe
include separat
gallons of milk does
rewarded by returning it to
ed or skim milk orcoudensed milk, bott
JAMES R. TUCKER,
of which are consumed to an appreciabli
South Paris.
degree. In comparison with the Conti ι
nental countries, England consume
much more meat, but considerably lee ι
than the United States and Australia.
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The Fruit Growers' Convention.
Again we would call the attention of
the fruit growers of the state to the annual exhibition and convocation of our
State Fruit Growers' Association to be
held at Skowhegan, Thursday and Friday, November 17 and 18. Fruit grow·
ing bus come to be an important industry in our state, and is destined to rapidly increase in the near future as the recent plantings come into bearing. Too
much, therefore, cannot be done in disseminating a knowledge of varieties, of

the best methods of culture, and of picking, storing and marketing the fruit.
This society is doing a great work in
these and other directions for this important industry. It is the authority to
which all may resort for reliable information that will aid in making the busiThese assemblies bring
ness profitable.
together a consensus of what ie known
in fruit growing as brought out through
experience in our state. This knowledge
is just what is needed, and therefore
wanted, by every grower of fruit, and is
to be had by joining in the work of this
society and attending its exhibitions.
This convention is purposely delayed
till the busy harvests are over, thus giving the opportunity for all hands inSomerset county
terested to attend.
will give the occasion a warm welcome
and its hearty co-operation.—Maine
Farmer.
What a Bushel of Corn Will Make.
Out of a bushel of corn the distiller
gets four gallons of whiskey; out of it
the farmer gets forty-five cents, the
United States government gets 94.40,
the railroad company gets 91, the manufacturer gets |4, the drayman gets fifteen
cents, the retailer gets 17, the consumer
gets drunk, the wife gets'hungry and
the children get rags.
Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor
drink, that puttest thy bottle to him,
and makest him drunk also.—Hab. 2:15.

Barrels Scarce In Massachusetts Too.
Oct. 18.—
North Andover, Mass.,

Vegetables and fruits of all kinds are
plentiful and of good quality. Apples
are low; some have been sold for 50

cents per barrel
are scarce and
the ilonr comes

on

the tree.

Barrels
part of

high. A good
in eighth and quarter
barrel sack· by carload lots, especially
pastry flour, bakers having to pay 15
cents more for flour ooming in barrels.
Potatoes of fine quality, but some fields
are rotting somewhat.
At the great St. Louis stock show, the
greatest exhibition of the several breeds

of cattle ever held on the oontinent if
not in the world, the score card was
tabooed, the regulations requiring that

HAVE

seen

tiling* in my

points.—Maine Farmer.
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many beautiful
life, as happens

every one living in a
world which hath little fault
as to its appearance. If one can outlook the shadow which his own selfishness of sorrow and disappointment
may cast before him, but it seemed
that evening, when I saw Mary Cavendish dressed for the governor's ball,
that she was the crown of all.
I verily believe that never since the
world was made, not even that beautiful first woman who comprehended In
herself all those witcheries of her
sex which have been ever since to our
rapture and undoing, not even Eve
when Adam first saw her in paradise,
nor Helen, nor Cleopatra, nor any of
those women whose faces have made
powers of them and given them niches
to

in history, were as beautiful as Mary
And I doubt
Cavendish that night.
if it were because she was beheld by
the eyes of a lover.
I verily believe that I saw aright
and gave her beauty no glamour because of my fondness for her, for not
one whit more did I love her in that

splendor than In ber plainest gown.
But. oh, when she stood before her
grandmother and me and a concourse
of slaves all in a ferment of awe and
admiration, with flashings of white
teeth and upheavals of eyes and fliuglngs aloft of hands In half savage
gesticulation, and courtesied and turned herself about In innocent delight at
her own love"~»ss. and yet with the
and apology that
sweetest u:
That stuff
she was kuu.. ..ig to it!
which had been sent to my Lady Cul-

peper and which had been intercepted
ere it reached her was of a most rich
and wonderful kind.
The blue of it was like the sky, aud
through it ran the gleam of silver in a
flower pattern, and a great string of
pearls gleamed on her bosom, and
never was anything like that mixture
of triumph in and abashedness before
her owu exceeding beauty nnd her
of it In our eyes in her dear

'"^«"■*' »wSmm»'

»'V««"»
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CHAPTER XI.

«'^·

had. in spi.e of l:or wonderful powers
of body i:ik1 mind, somewhat of the
childishness of age, for as she looked
at me the tears were in her stern eyes,
and a tiusli was on tlie Ivory white of
her face, ati.l lier tone had that queruioiiMiess in it which we associate with'
childhood which cannot huve its own
will.

".Madain," I said gently, "you know
that it is not possible for me to do us
of
yon wish, and also that my days
piyeties are past, though not to my
regret, and that I am looking forward

to an evening with my books, which,
when a man gets beyond his youth,
yield him often more pleasure than the
society of his kind."
"Hut, Ilarry," she said piteously and
still like a child, "you are young, and
1 would not have"— Then imperiously
"Get into thy plum colored vel-

again.

vet suit. Master Winglieid, and accom-

pany my

granddaughters."

Harry kissing Madam
Cavendish'· hand

mate the view which a man might
take of such a con litl >n as mine, and
how the power of service to love might
be enr.utfh to content one. and he stand
In no neo;l of pity, but she was not

much consoled.
"Ilarry. she sa hi. "Harry, thou art
like a knfurht of olden times about
whom a song was written which I
heard sunt: in my girlhood and which
used to bring the tears, though I was
Woe be
never too ready with them.
to ine that I. knowing what I know,
have yet not the courage to sacrifice

my pride and my unworthy granddaughter and see you free. Oh. Harry. that thou shouldst sit at home
when thou art fitted by birth and
breeding to go with the best of them!
Harry. I pray thee, put 011 thy plum

colored suit and go to the bali."
•i'es.r Ma.Jam Cavendish." I said.
':.'iif l.ai^iiing, for she seemed more
"d more like a child, "you know that
c;;nnot be, and that I have no desire for balls."
"Dut I would have thee go. Harry."
"But I am not asked," I said.
"fie almost
"What matters that?
witi) open doors, since it is a farewell
of my Lord Cnlpeper before sailing
for Knxland. Ilarry. «ο. and—a—and
—I swear if any exception be taken to

But then 1 affected not to Hear her,
under pretense of seeing that the sedan
chairs were ready, and hallooed to the
slaves with such zeal that Madam Cavendish's voice was drowned, though
with no seeming rudeness, una Mary
and Catherine came forth in their rustling spreads of blue and green, and
the black bearers stood grinning white-

out of the darkness, for tlie moon
not up yet, and I aided them both
into the chairs, and they were off. I
stood a few moments watching the retreating dare of tlambeaux, for run-

ly

was

It, I—I will tell the truth."

"Dear madam, it cannot be." I said,
"and the truth is to be concealed not
only for your sake, but for that of

others."

Then she broke out In another paroxof childish wailing that never
was such a wretched state of affairs,
such a wretched old woman handicapped from serving one by her love
for another.
"Harry. I cannot clear
ysm

the*» unless I convict my own granddaughter Catherine," she said plteously. "and if I spared her not. neither
her nor my pride, what of Mary?

dians was

long since past.

Dut

eaia

that I would do as she
wished, being in fart glad enough of λ
gallop in the moonlight, with the prosBo in α few
of meeting Mary.

readily enough

pect

minutes 1 was in the saddle and riding toward Jamestown. The night wa·
very bright with the moon, and there
rising from the
was a great mist

marshy lands, and euch strangely pale
and luminous developments In the die·
tances of the meadows, marshaling
and advancing and retreating like companies of specters and lingering as if
for consultation on the borders of the
woods, with floating draperies caught
in the boughs thereof, that one might
have considered danger from othere
than Indians.
And indeed I often caught the note
Df an owl, and once one flitted past my
face, and my horse shied at the evil
bird, which is thought by the ignorant
to be but a feathered cat and of ill

and indeed is considered by many
who are wise to have presaged ill oftentimes. as in the cases of the deaths
of the Emperors Valentinlao and Commodus.
Be that as it may, I, having a pistol
with me, shot at the bird and, though
I was as good a shot as any thereabout, missed, and away it flew, with
a great hoot as of. laughter, which I
:*men,

I heard multiplied
in a nee us if the bint were Joined by
.1 whole company, and my horse shied
again and would have bolted had I not

am

ready to

swear

held liiui tightly.
Now. this which I am about to relate I am ready to swear did truly
happen, though It may well be doubtI had come within a short dised.
tance of Jamestown when I reached
two houses of a small size, not far
opart, not much removed from the
fashion of the negro cabins, but in-

habited by English folk. In the one
u man who had been transported for a grievous crime, whether justly or not 1 cannot say, but his visage
was such as to condemn him. and he
was often in his cups and had spent
rtany days In the stocks and nad made
frequent acquaintance with the whipping post, and with him dwelt Ills
wife, an old dame witli a tongue which
had once earned her the ducking stool

dwelt

In England.
As I passed this house I saw over
the door a great bunch of dill and
vervain and white thorn, which is held
to keep nwn.v witches from the threshold if gathered upon a May day. And

I knew well the reason, fur not many
rods distant was the hut where dwelt
one Margery Key, an ancient woman,
who had been verily tied crosswise
and thrown in a pond for witchcraft
and been weighed against the church
Bible, and had lier body searched for
witch marks and the thatch of her
house burned. I know not why she
had not come to the stake withal, but

Catherine bath been like a mother t
carrying them were necessary
those rough roads when dark, and the the child, and she loves her better than
breath of the dewy spring nipht fan- she loves me. 'Twouid kill her. Ilarry.
and And. Harry, how can I give .Mary io
Bed my face like a wing of peace,
I regretted nothing very much which thee, and thou under this ban? Mary
I Cavendish cannot wed a convict."
had happened in this world, so that
perception
that be'oved girl
"That she cannot and shall not." I
nnd lovely face. She looked at us and could come between
starting
up like poison- said. "She shall wed a much worthier
troubles
the
as if our adand
a
little,
shrank
actually
instead she had fled to Virginia, where
man and be happy, and sure 'tis her
miration were something of an afTront ous weeds on her path.
witches, being not so common, were
Madam
hall
is
the
the
that
I
entered
question."
Itnt when
happiness
to her maiden modesty, and blushed,
It may
treated with more leniency.
at
me
the
stared
Cavendish
Rut Madam
and then she laughed to cover it and Cavendish, having sent away
she had escaped the
that
been
have
undernot
who
the little wench
with unreasoning auger,
swept a courtesy in her circling shim- slaves, even to
usual fate of those of her kind by
had l>een fanning her. with veriJy, I be- standing, since she was a woman,
mer of blue and tossed her head and
being considered by some a white
ot consciou^ncss as to and unreasoning as a woman will be
more
no
like
■i.-ve,
looked
which
flirted a little fan,
witch and one who worked good inlove
not
a
than
her
"If
my
on
about
matters.
was
such
you
her
what
in
before
going
tne wing or a butterfly,
stead of ill if approached rightly,
jiiusou weed by the high «ray, called granddaughter. Harry Wingtield." she
face.
that they
"'tis not her grandmother though many considered
in a voice so tremulous that cried
«eu, now

uo

you

πμ· un

said she to her grandmother. "And
I fine enough for the governor's

am

ball?"

Madam Cavendish gazed at her with
that rapture of admiratlou in a beloved
object which ctifi almost glorify age
to youth. She called Mary to lier and
stroked tlie rich fol<ln of her gown;
she straightened a flutter of ribbon.
"
'TIs a tine stuff of the gown," she
said, "and blue was always my color.

But Catherine eyed her with
such exceedingly worshipful love, admiration and yet distcess that even I

spent.

pitied her.
Catherine herself that night did no
discredit to her beauty, her dress being, though it was an old one, as rich
as Mary's, of her favorite green with
a rose pattern broidered on the front
of it, and a twist of green gauze In
her fair hair, and that same necklace

of green stones which she had shown
me in the morning around her long
throat, aud her long, milky white arms
hanging at her sides in the green folds
of her gown, and that pale radiance
of perfection in her every feature that
made many call her the pearl of Virginia, though, as I have said before,
■he had no lovers. She and Mary were
going to the ball, and a company of
black servants with them. As for me,
balls were out of the question for a
convict tutor, and I knew it, and so
did they. But suddenly, to my great

amazemeut. Madam Cavendish turned
to me: "And wherefore are you not
dressed for the ball, Master Wiug-

fleld?" she said.
I stared at her, as did also Catherine and Mnry, almost as If they suspected she had gone demented. "MadI stammered, scarce thinking I

am,"

on

ners

her
I scarce knew it for hers.
"Harry, Harry," she said.

ι

liée, come uere.

men,

"I

wueu

pray
m>·

for I had u
shrinking before some outburst of fern
lnlno earnestness, which lias always
intimidated uie by its iire of helpless-

prone-lied,

hesitating,

ness and futility playing against some
resolve of mine which I could uot. on
account of my masculine understanding of lhe requirements of circumstances. allow to melt, she reached
up one haml like a little nervous claw
of ivory and caught uie by the sleeve
me down to u stool by her
and

pulled

side.
Then she looked at me. and such
love and even adoration were in her
face as I never saw surpassed in it.
even when she regarded her granddaughter Mary, yet withal a cruel distress and self upbraiding and wrath

"Harry. Harry."
ut herself and me.
she said. "1 can bear no more of this.
Then, to my consternation, up went
her silken apron with a-fling to her
old face, and she was weeping under
It as unrestrainedly as any child.
I did not know what to do or say..
"Madam," I ventured firmly, "if you
distress yourself in such wise for my
sake, 'tis needless. I assure, 'tie need-

less. and with as much truth as were
you my own mother.
"Oh, Harry, Harry," she sobbed out,
"know you not that is why I cannot
bear It longer, because you yourself
bear it with 110 complaintV" Then she
sobbed and even wailed with that plteousuess of the grief of age exceeding
that of Infancy, inasmuch as the
weight of all past griefs of a lifetime
go to swell it and It Is enchanced by
and
memory as well as. by the present
I knew not what
an unknown future.

to do. but laid a hand somewhat timidly on one of her thin silken arms
and strove to draw it gently from her
"Madam Cavendish," I snid.
face.
"indeed you mistake If you weep for
At this moment I would change
me.
places with no man In*Virginia.
"But I would have—I would have
you!" she cried out. with the ardor of
and
a girl, and down went her apron,
ber face, like an aged mask of tragedy,
d
not discolored by her tears, as wou
sk :i
have happened with the tender
1 would
of a maid, confronted me.

have you the governor himself. Harry.
I would have you-1 would have
Then she stopped and looked at me
with a mi showing through the yellow
whiteness of her cheeks. "You know
what I would have, and I know what
the rest of
you would have, and all
could it be
my old life would I give
she said, and 1 saw that
so

Harry,"

she knew of my love for her grand-

daughter Mary.
Then suddenly

she cried out ve"Not one word have I said
to you about It since that dreadfu
and
time. Harry Wlngfleld, for shame
as to my name, which Is
that

hemently:

pride

me
fetter on the tongue, hath kept
for
still, but at last I will speak
I
can hear it no longer. Ilarrj, Harry,
a
know that you are what you are,
a

Hanj

"Wherefore, madam?"
Mary and Catherine both looked pale
ly at their graudmother, not knowing
what had come to her.
"Madam," I said, "do you forget?"

"I forget not that you are the oldesl
son und heir of one of the best families
in England and as good a gentleman
out
as the best of tbem," she cried
"That I do not forget, aud I would
have you go to the bull with my grand
I'ut on thy plum colored
velvet suit. Harry, and order thy hors<

daughters.

first time I seemed to under
stand that Madam Judith Cavendlat

pride,

and said uever one word."
MadI put her hand to my lips.
not
am." I said, "you mistake; I do
ae
suffer. That which you think of
is inj
and
disgrace
my
suffering
my
glory and happiness."
0
"Yes, and why. and why.
Hurry, 'tis that which Is breaking my
'Tis because you love Mary,
heart
have
•tls because. I verily believe, you
loved her from the first minute you

but
set eyes on her, though she was
m anas. -»
fault,
it was Catherine, In spite of her
take
but now I know It was for the

ftaby

>

out,

me to

hud understood her rightly.
"Why are you not dressed for the
convict and an exile, to shield Catherball?" she repeated.
ine. to shield a granddaughter of mine,
but
me,
I
said,
"pardon
"Madam,"
who should l»e in your place.
fact
the
with
you are well acquainted
I know that Catherine t av·
that I am not a welcome guest at the Wingtleld.
is guilty of the cr ime for which
endlsb
governor's ball."
aud. woe Is
you are in punishment,
"And wherefore?" cried she Imperisuch Is my pride, such is my
me
ously.
that 1 have let you suffer
wicked

the judging should be made "by comsaddled."
parison." Exhibitors at our state fair,
For the
some of them, still growl over the use
of the scale of
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law may bave had some
influence, but probably the improved
quality has bad more to do with increased sales this summer than any or all
Good butter goes
other conditions.
quickly, while poor butter is left on the
plate from one meal to the next. Improved methods and increased knowl5· I was married in it. 'Tie fine enough
edge of how to care for milk, cream and for the governor's wife, or the queen,
butter is slowly improving our product.
for that matter."
Dairy schools and the suggestions and
She pulled out a fold so that a long
teachings of farm papers are reaching
silver tiowers caught the light
the individual butter maker in every trail of
and gleamed like frost. No misgivings
section of the country.
The increased use of hand separators and no suspicions she had. and none
also ie a factor in the improved con- by that time had Mary, believing as
dition of dairy butter. It is easier to she did Unit her sister had bought all
keep the cream in good condition than that bravery for her anil that it was
the whole milking. The skim milk is
hers by right. and only troubled by
valuable and because the young stock
her
in the necessity of secrecy with
is
taken
interest
better
greater
pays
what
the whole process.
Usually an extra grandmother lest she discover for
had been
cow or two is added to the herd and
purpose her own uioney
more interest is taken in every branch of
the business.
Mary flirting a. fan
Dairy butter should be the best butter
unare
the
all
conditions
made because
der the control of one individual. The
best butter in the world is made in the
private home dairy by cleanly, painstaking farmers who live well and take a
pardonable pride in having everything
about the dairy as clean and comfortable
as any other part of the premises.—
Farm Stock and Home.

oleomargarine
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of Mary that you sacrificed yourself—
for lier sister. Harry, I know. I know,
and I would that I could give you
your heart's desire, for 'tis mine also!"
Then, so saying, this old wouian,
who had In her such a majesty of character and pride that it held folk aloof
at a farther distance than loud swaggering» of importance of men high in
office, drew down my bead to her
withered shoulder and touched my
cheek wi!Ii n hand of compassionate
pi(;> and (dessin#. as if I bad been In
truih her son. and caugbt her breath
flga:u and ag::in with a sobbing sigh.
ΛII that I cot: 11 say to comfort her
I said, assuring her. as was indeed the
truth, that iiif woman could Justly esti-

will fling her at your head. I will
let you know, sir, that she could have
her picl. in the colony if she so chose,
and it may be that she might not
\taaim. Τίη,τν \Vfn.rflp|(l"
"Madam Cavendish." I
I laughed.
said. rising and bowing, "were I a
kin»: Instead of a convict, then would
I lay my crown at Mary Cavendish's
feet; as It is, I can but pave, if I
with my
may, her way to happiness
heart."
"Then you love her as I thought.

Harry?"

"Madam," I said, "I love hor to my
honor and glory and never to my dis-

content. and I pray you to believe with
love that makes no account of self
Ish end, and that I am happier at home
with my books than many a cavalier
who shall dance with her at the ball."
"But. Harry." she said piteously, "I

a

pray thee to go."
I laughed aud shook my head and
went away to my own quarters and
sat down to my books, but at something past midnight Madam Cavendish sent for me in all haste. I wtnt
hand
up to her and, laying a gentle
the
upon her head,· laid It back upon
pillow and touched her poor forehead,
wrinkled with the cares and troubles
of so many years, and felt all the pity
"
'Tls near midnight
in me uppermost.
aud you have not slept, madam," I
"1 pray you not to fret any
said.
longer about that which we can noue
of us mend aud which is but to be
borne as the will of the Lord."
"Nay, nay, Harry." she cried out,
with a pitiful strength of anger. "I
doubt If it be the will of the Lord.
I doubt if it be not the devil—Catherine, Catherine! Tarry, my brain reels
when I think that she should have

done it—a paltry ring, and to let you"—
"It may be that she had not her
wits," I said. "Such things have been,
I have heard, and especially In the
case of a woman with Jewels. It may
be that she knew not what she did,
and In any case I pray you to think
no more of It, dear madam." And all
the time I spoke I was smoothing her
old forehead under the flapping frills

of her cap.
One black woman was there in the
room sitting In the shadow of the bed
curtains fast asleep and making a
strange purring noise like a cat as she

slept.

white witch for the
or
purpose of profiting by her advice
warning were of equal guilt and that
who

approached

a

It all led in the end to mischief.
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Margery Key dwelt there alone in lier
little hut so overthatched and grown
by vines and scarce showing the shiig-

-s
gy slant of its roof above the busb
that it resembled more the hole of
some timid and wary animal than a
human habitation. And if any visited her for consultation it was by night
and secrecy, and no one ever cauu'lit
sight of lier except now and then the
nodding white frill of her cap in the

green gloom of a window or the painful bend of her old back as she gathered stieks for her fire in the wot.de
about. How she lived none knew.
A little garden patch she bad, and η
hive or two of bees, and a red cow,
which many atlirmed to have the eye
of a demon, and there were those who
said that her familiars stole bread for
her from the plantation larders, and
that often a prime ham was missed
and a cut of venison, with no explaWithout
nation; but who can say?
doubt there are strange things in the
earth, but we are all so In the midst
of them and even a part of their workings that we can have 110 outside foothold to take fair sight thereof. Verily
him·
a man might as well strive to lift
self by his boot straps over a stile.
Hut this much I will say, that, as I was

riding along, cogitating something deep-

ly in my mind as to the best disposal
of the powder and the shot which Mary
Cavendish had ordered from England,
I, coming abreast of Margery Key's
house, saw of a sudden a white cat.
which many atlirmed to be her familiar, spring from her door like a wfilte
a woodarrow of speed and off down
path, and my horse reared and plunged,
and then, with my holding him of no
on
β vail, though I had a strong hand
the bridle, was after her with such
work to
a mad (light that I had hard

keep the saddle.
Fellmell through the wood we went.
I duckinK my head Iwfore the mad lash
ot the branches and feeling the dew
of
therefrom In my face like η drive
rain, until we came to a cleared space,
then a great spread of tobacco fields,
overlapping silver white In the moonand
light, and hamlet of negro cabins,
then Major Itobert Beverly's house,
a mass of shadow except for

Suddenly Madam Cavendish clutched standing
wall,
hand. "Harry," she said, one moonlit
at

hard
my
"I sent for you because I have lain
here fretting lest Mar}' and Catherine
the
get not home in safety with only
I fear
black people to guard them.
lest the Indians may be lurking about."
"Dear Madam Cavendish," I said,
"you know that we stand In no more

for all the family
were cone to tne tcovernor's ball.

The hootinj owl

danger from the Indians."

"Nay,"

she

persisted,

"we can never

brewing In
tell what plans may
such savage brains. I pray thee, Harsee If they
ry, ride to meet them, and
be

be safe."
I laughed, for the danger from In-

Get the Most

Out of Your Food

You don't and can't if your stomach
is weak. A weak stomach does not di·
into it.
geet all that is ordinarily taken
tired easily, and what it fails to
It

gets
digest is wasted.
Among the signs of a weak stomach
(its of nerare uneasiness after eating,
vous headache, aud disagreeable belch·
ing.
at

"I have taken Hood's Sarenparllla
different limes for siouiai-h troubles, and a
have
ran down condition of the system, and
been sreatly benefited by its uhc. I would
trouI
api
not be without It In my fandly.
bled especially in summer with weak stomach and nausea arid iind Hood's Sarsaparllla
Invaluable." Κ. Π. Hickman, W.Cùeater, Pa.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

live that white cat of
mad
Margery Key's led me In that
chase around Beverly's bouse, and
when I came to the north side of it
Tnen

as

I

window
1 saw a candle gleam In a
and heard a baby's wail, and knew
'twas where bis Infant daughter was
tended, and as we swept past out
thrust a black head from the window,
and a screech as savage as any wild
cat's rent the peace of the night, and

I believe that the child's bh'ck nurse
took us, no doubt, for the devil himself. Then all the dogs bowled and
bayed, though not one approached us,
and a great bat came faunlng past,
like a winged shadow, and again I
heard the owl's boot, and ever before
white
as, like a white arrow, fled that
cat, and my horse followed in spite of

'on

a rising above tlie creeit, ana tneti
the cat. with a wall which was like
nothing I ever hoard in this world,
was awnv in a .straight line toward

the silver gleam of the creek, though

knows well how cats hate
Hut.
! had disappeared.
t
liiis I will not swear, I
.,
I saw a white gleaui aloft,
u:.i he.:ril a wail of a cat skyward
along wlili the owl hoot*.
Λ nil then my hors*· stood and treinbled in such wise that 1 thought lie
would fall under me, and I dismounted and stroked Lis head and tried as
best 1 could to soothe him, and wc
were all the time before the tomb,
which was a large one. Then of a
sudden it came to me that here was
the hiding place for the powder and
everv one

shot, for what safer hiding place

there be than the tomb of the firsi
wife, when the second hath reigned
but a short time, and is fair, and hath
but Just given her lord that Utile
darling whose cries of appealing helplessness I could hear even there? So
I gave the tomb door a pull, knowing
that I should not by so doing disturb
the slumbers of the poor lady within,
mid decided with myself that it would
be easy enough to force It. and mounted and rode back as best I might to

the road.

And when I came to the little dwell-

ing of Margery Key
me.

tone

4

a

thought struck

and 1 rode close, though my horse

shuddered as if with some strange
fright of something which I could n>>t

I Lent in my saddle and looked
in the door, but naught could I see.
Then I dismounted and tied my horse
to a tree near by and entered the house
and looked about the sorry place as
well as I could in the pale sift of
see.

moonlight, and—the old woman was not
there. lint one room there was, with
a poor pallet in a corner and a chest
against the wall and a stool and a
kettle in the fireplace, with a little pile
of sticks and a great scattering of
asiles, but no one there, and also, if I

may be believed, no broom.
All this I tell for what it may !>·
worth to the credulity of them who
hear; the facts be such as I have s;ii< 1.
But whether believing It myself or net.
yet knowing that that white cat.
though it had been Margery Key in
such guise or her familiar imp oil lii>
way to join her at some revel whither
she had ridden lier broom, had done

good service, and. seeing th»* pite
stnallness of the pile of sticks on
the hearth and reflecting upon the ill··
me

ous

tressful beud of the old soul's l ack,
whether she had sold herself to Satan
or not. I lingered a minute to break
The two white faces
peering from the door

>

\?'
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tores t.
I sut waiting for some time h »I«lin«
l-'it
my native horse as Im-si I itr-!»·.
thoro coming no cessation lu l'ic music. I dismounted. uni! seeing ont* of
Madam Cavendish's black mc;i, gave
him tbe bridle to bold and went ιιρ to
the house and entered, though not in
my plum colored "velvet, ami indeed beIns not onI> in my ordinary clothes, but
somewhat splashed with uilre from my
mail gallop through tbe woods·. But I
judged rightly that In so much of a
crowd I should pass unnotlceJ both as to
myself and my apparel. I stood in the
great room near the door and watched
the dance, ami 'twas as brilliant a

had seen anywhere
The musicir.ns In
the gallery were sawing away for
their liven on violins and working
breathlessly at the hautboys and all
that gay company of Virginia's best
spinning about in a country ilance of
old England. Such a bravo show of
velvet coats anil breeches and tlowprcd brocade waistcoats and powderHi wigs ami feathers and laces and
ribbons and rich Haunts of petticoats
revealing in the whirl of the dance
clocked hose on slender ankles and
high heeled satin shoes would have
scene

even

ever

as

I

In England.

done no discredit to the court.
But of them all Mistress .Mary Cavemlisf. was the belle and the star. She
was
lancing with my I.ord Estes
when I entered. iuvl such a goodly
couple they were that I heard many
an exclamation of delight from the
who si«>od thickly about

spectators

the walls. ιι <· v. .imcvs even ot-mg
<
of black and white
tilled with t'
servants. My Lord listes was a handsome. dark man. ha::dsomer and older
than Sir Humphrey Hyde. who. though
dancing with the governor's daughter
C'atc, had. I could see, a rueful eye of
Cavenwatchfulness toward Mary

dish.

he and C'a te Culpeper swung past
Sir Humphrey's eyes fell on my
facf and he gave a start and blush,
ami presently, when ilie dar.e was
over and his partner seated. « :me up
to ute with hand extended as if 1 had
As

me.

been the noblest Kiirat there. "Harry,
Harry," he whispered ei-re··!;·. j..e
batli danced with me thr<e ti...e<« tonight and hiilli promised ag dn; and,
Harry, saw you ever any one so beau-

tiful as she in that blue dress?"
I answered truthfully that ! never
had. Sir Humphrey, in his blue velvet
suit with the silver buttons, wii'i his

rosy face ;>;id powdered wig. was
look at twice and yet ag in, and I
regarded him. as always, with that liiiing for him and that fury of j· ; iti-y.
I looked at him and loved ;....■ .».< I
might have lov««d my son. with sii< h a

one

to

and brave holt-·■*;>' of simplicity,
me and for the sake of Mary
Cavendish, who might timl hi> love tor
her precious, and 1 wished with all my
heart that 1 mi^ht tling him to the t1'M>r
where he stood. Livery nerve and muscle in me tlugled with the restraint of

sv.cet

ey»d

he

down a goodly armful of brush iu the
wood outside and carry inside for tin·
replenishment of ber store.
And as I came forth, having done

I heard the door of the nearby
house open and saw two white face*
peering out at me and heard a worn
mi's voice shriek shrilly that her
was the devil seeking the witch, ami
though I called tint to reassure them
the door clapped to with a bang like
a
pistol shot ami my horse danccd
60.

about so that I could scarcely uioiiut.
Then I rode away, something won
derlng within myself, since I had been
taken for the devil, how many others
might have been and whether men
made their own devils and their own
witches. Instead of the prince <if evil
having a hand iu it, and yet thai
which I have related, and 1

happened

have told the truth.

CHAPTER XII.
mi a blaze of light as was
the governor's mansion bons·
that night I never saw. and 1
heard the music of violins
and hautboys and viola dn gambas
coming from within, iuid a silvery babble of women's tongues, with a deeper
undertone of men's, and the tread of
dancing feet and the stamping of
horses outside, with the whoa s of the
negro boys in attendance, and through
the broad gleam <»f the moonlight came
the flare and smoke of the torches
It seemed as if the whole colony was

the desire, for such an enhancement
of a woman's beauty as was Mary
Cavendish's that night will do away
with the best instincts of men whether they will or not.
The next dance was the minuet, and
Mary Cavendish danced It with my
Lord Culpeper. the governor of VirThe governor, though I liked
ginia.

him not. was a most personable man,
with much y race of manner which had
additional value from a certain harshness of feature which led one not to
expect such suavity, ami he was clad
most richly in such a dazzle of gold
broidery and tling of yellow laces and
of buttons as could not be sur-

glitter

passed.

My lord was in fact clad much more
richly than his wife and daughter,
whose attire, though fair enough, was
It was my good
not of the freshest.
luck to overhear my I.ady Culpeper
telling In no very honeyed tones a g>ssip of hers, the lady of one of the
burgesses, that her goods for which she
had sent to England had miscarried,

ami were il not for the fact that there
s.ie
was a whisper of fever on the ship
would have had the captain herself for

good rating, and had my Lonl Culthat tiitf
peper not been for him. saying
she
man was of au honest record,
would have had liiin set 111 the stocks
for his remissness that he had not seen
to it that her goods were on board
when the siiiu sailed.

a
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I
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in it Dublca.

Indian mothers have a method of preventing needles* crying of babies
which, though It does nut err on the
In
side of gentleness, is efficacious.
Infancy children are entirely under the

control of their mothers or nurses, cud
there lore the Indian plan of stopping
cry inn and preventing the formation
of the habit Is to cover the baby's
mouth with the hand and at the same
to close Its nostrils till It nearly
con- time
Then It Is allowed to
suffocates.
breathe freely .c-'ain, but should It recover Its breath only to Indulge lu anto
other howl il will at once have to en100 dure semlsuffocation. This treatment
Is repeated..till the child Icarus that
"silence Is golden" and cerises to use
to the annoyance of
a man its vocal powers
its fond relatives.

Salt pork is a famous oldfashioned remedy for
sumption. "Eat plenty of
pork," was the advice the
consumptive 50 and

years ago.
Salt pork is

good

if

The idea
can stomach it.
behind it is that fat is the
food the consumptive needs
most.

Scott'sEmulsionisthemodern method of feeding fat to
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott's Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.
Feeding him fat in this
way, which is often the only
way, is half the battle, but
Scott's Emulsion does more
than that. There is something about the combination
of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott's Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has a special
action on the diseased lungs.

me.

Then—verily I speak the truth, though
It may well be questioned—did that
white cat lead us straight to the tomb
which Major Beverly bad made upon
his plantation at the death of bis first

the stomach and
wife and In which she lay, and 'twat
the whole digestive system.
Strengthen and

can

pit?
0Γ

7 /'

A

sample

will be

sent free upon request.

B« sun that this picture In
th« form of a label 1· on th«
wrapper o( every bottle ci
Emulsion yon buy.

SCOTT &

BOWNE,

CHEMISTS,

Dry Ctfcnr· and Damp One·.
'•Some smokers prefer a cigar that le
damp to one that Is dry," says a cigar
manufacturer, "and In showing this
preference I think they make a mistake. A cigar that Is too dry will, of
course, couse a little annoyance from
dust, but a cigar that is as damp as
have
many smokers prefer It will n.>t
as good an aroma as the other and will
A medium cigar. in
not burn so well.
hut
respect to these conditions. Is best,
between u damp and a dry cigar I
would always take the dry one and
thus secure the better
Louis G lobe-Democrat.
A Cracked

smoke."—St.

Derby Hat.

If you are ever unfortunate enough
to smash a uew derby hat, so that It
cracks and In spite of vigorous rubbing and brushing refuses to resume
Its pristine smoothness of surface, try

the simple expedient of holding a light·
ed match inside the hot close to the
broken spot. lJy the time the match
has half burned out you will tlnd that
the hi:t has become soft If you then
will brush It vigorously with a stiff
brush for a moment It will regain it»
former smoothness and look as if noth-

ing had ever marred Its surface.—Good
Housekeeping.
Nuremberg Eg(i.
Watches llrat came Into fashion lo
the year 1477 at Nuremberg, and on
thut account and because of their peculiar shape they were known as "Nuremberg eggs." They were not all
them beogg shaped, however, some of
ing made In imitation of pears, gourde,
About the
acorns, birds' skulls, etc.
assume
year 1U20 watches begun to

409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
yx. and }i; all diugguta. the shape
J

i

now

generally

worn.

A

Cold Weather Wearables

Resolution*.
Maine News Notes.
Backfteld.
MM
Weet ParU.
Our ranks have again been
Whereas,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Heath of West
The Univeraaliete are to have a baked
Monday evening the Christian En·
>roken by the entrance of tfce death
ieavor served a Hallowe'en supper in ι Sumner are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
titefovd
Gustavus A. Roberaon of Au- neesenger, and another seat in our
THE DOINQ8 OF THE WEEK IN AU bean and vegetable dinner at Odd FelMayor
The tables were Γ. H. Lunt.
There 11 Garland Chapel.
low·' Hall next Friday, Nov. 11.
submitted to amputation of the Grange Hall is forever vacant. ThereSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Mrs. I. W. Shaw has returned from j jueta
will also be a good variety of pies and Ireesed in "pumpkin yellow1' and green
ι ore be it
eft leg at the knee on Monday.
been
baa
she
where
and
vicinity
cakee. Price for dinner 12 cents. In ind the room was decorated with ever- Boston
Resolved, That our Orange and our
Paris îk
suicommitted
H.
and
of
Turner
her
daughter
P.,
son,
George Gray
the afternoon at two o'clock there 11 green trees from which peered jack* risiting
)rder have lost a worthy member in tiie
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, NOV. 8, 1W4.
aconite.
You can find in our large store nearly everything in ready made
jide
was
served
in
a
by
taking
The
Friday
night
Imy.
Admission to )'-lanterns.
First Baptist Church, Κβτ. Β. Ο. Taylor.paator, will be a baby show.
supper
leath of Bro. Charles T. Bradeen.
the
been
Paris
have
to
of
West
is
Herman
Wardwell
Mrs.
health
10.-45
a.
M.
M
[11
to
Sunday
bis
supposed
each
one
every
Sun.lay
novel
Preaching
taking
All mothers in this
plate
the hall free.
way,
Resolved, That while we mourn our :hilJren's wear, at prices as low as any and lower than many.
Hosiery,
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at IS M.
jach booth to have it filled. A good ias recently visited her parents, Mr. and »use.
Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening. vicinity are cordially invited to briog
v. m.
lossr we bow in meek eubmieeion to the
C.
M.
Irish.
Mrs.
Infants' Socks, Legg'ns, Mittens,
ATWOOD A FORBES, 7:30
it
and
a
nice
of
number
30.
Coveat.
supper
babies
under
of
their
three
recpartook
who doeth all things well. Underwear, Dresses, Coats and Furs.
age.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening
years
the 83 years tfisjt the weather
In
Srcat
Master,
his
nant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st There will be no
Harry Holmes has moved from
special prizes, but each was an enjoyable occasion with successjrds have been kept there has been
Resolved, That we extend to the be- Knit
Editera ud Proprietor·.
Sunday of the month at 3 30 p.m. All not
nother's place to that of W. W. Tuttle
Jackets, Bonnets and Long Clonks.
child will receive a souvenir of the occa- ful financial results.
one October, that of 1888, colder reaved family the heartfelt sympathy
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
inly
)D Turner Street
to
was
called
M.
Robertson
A. S. fORBlU.
Miss
A.
(iBOKOK M. ATW001>.
Pastor.
a
H.
J.
and
the
mothers
will
be
Bev.
Little,
UnlveraaJIM Church.
sion,
jf our fraternity.
given
than the month just ended.
....
Friday evening, the Baptist people
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:43 Α. M. free lunch of ice cream and fancy crack- Augusta by the critical illness of her
2Sc.
Resolved, That these resolutions be ONE LOT knit wool socks, in blue, pink and white,
Sunday School at 11 :<5 A. M.
John W. Feeney, a Maine Central
whose case is held a fair at Nezlnscot Hall. Varied
hall
brother,
Mayor
Robertson,
will
in
be
served
the
ers.
on our records, that a copy be
Supper
1 to 4,
spread
sizes
all
wool
42c.
infants'
bande,
LOT
FrlONE
for
Portland
with
booths
killed
at
men
was
In
advance,
entertain
ts, music,
Tuuu .·—#1 JO a year If paid itrlctly
brakeman,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M. Brown expect from 5:30 to 7 o'clock. At 7:45 an hour's still very serious.
sent to the family of the deceased, and
otherwise 92.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
Mr. John W. Nelson of the News office the sale of fancy goods, vegetables, etc. iay night while shackling freight cars. that
knit jackets in blue, pink and white, very warm,
.Γ,ιχ·.
infants'
LOT
Oxford
in
the
ONE
be
to leave town for the season on Tuesday. entertainment will be given, consisting
they
published
Be was about 32 years of age and leaves
has been spending the week in Rye- Rising $40 was realized.
Democrat.
They will spend a little time in New of music, a short comedy farce with
ONE LOT infant*' cashmere hose, sizes 4 to β 1-2, in black, tan, white, red, silk
Mrs. Harriet Starbird, or more famil- k wife.
Union Grange, East Sumner, Oct. 22,1004.
Orleans, and thence will go to Honolulu, seven characters, and selections on the I gate, Yt.
Coming Events.
as Aunt Harriet Churchill,
known
toes and heels,
this
25c.
was
in
Williamson
Dr.
iarly
village
Committee
Geo. D. Grose,
Leonard Nichols, aged 17, had both
and remain there through the winter.
graphophone by F. L. Wyman. Price of
has passed away and was buried with her
on
under a train at
trimmed with fur, applique and lace, sateen lined
No?. 3.—National electlou.
W. H. Eastman, >
crushed
of
The directors of the library are very ticket to supper, 10 cents. Admission ruesday, professionally.
bonnets
falling
LOT
by
ONE
velvet,
legs
Mrs. Wight of Gorham, Ν. H., was kindred Monday, Oct. 31, near her home Leeds Junction
So*. M —Thanksgiving.
Esthkb Gkobe, ) Resolutions.
Thursday night. Ile
happy to announce tu the public that to evening entertaiument, S cents. Comami interlined, ribbon lies,
,s7c<
Dec. β.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Fart·.
for appendicitis at the In the Mountain District. She had passed iras taken to the Central Maine General
several gifts have been received of late. bination ticket to both supper and enter- operated upon
and
willing
newe the 80-year mark.
and
favorable
SINCE.
of
home
Dr.
Strong
DAY
sizes
0
to
9
A
SICK
NOT
extra
15
cents.
the
afterWight
ribbed,
1-2,
children's
rieeced,
which
2r>c.
LOT
heavy
tainment,
ONE
hose,
in Lewiston.
During
Dr. Hamlin has given a typewriter
tiands were hers and for many years she Hospital
Mrs. Stetson of noon and evening there will be a refresh-1 somes from the sick room.
"I was taken severely sick with kidwas very much needed.
white and gray, nizee 2 to
and
vests
do
a
Heeced,
and
of
children's
heavy
LOT
Nov.
down
the
pants,
ONE
to
come
to
used
E.
election
William
Calais,
National
village
Rice, aged 25,
Mrs.' Abner
ment table in the hall where ice cream,
I tried all sorts of medi\Jest of Virginia, who has
Bangor recently sent a check for fifty
Rev. brakeman on the Washington County ney trouble.
12 years,
2.">c.
home-made been in Norway several weeks with her the hard work for many families.
and
pop-corn
dollars and Mr. P. F. Ripley has given buttered
cines, none of which relieved me. One
made,
Columhas
killed
at
She
Prince
attended.
was
J.
C.
visitinstantly
is
now
Railroad,
Mrs. S F. Stearns,
1 saw'an ad. of your Electric Bitters ONE LOT children's union suits, fleeced, button across the top, sixes <1 to 15
half a cord of dry wood, ail of which candies will be for sale. The proceeds sister,
day
several
for
home
with
her
by
bia
Falls
being
Dudley
morning
Mrs.
F.
Harry
Wednesday
For President:
her
A.
sister,
Copeland.
go for the benefit of the Universalist ing
and determined to try that. After takwere very acceptable.
«k:.
run over by the engine of the train on
years,
Miss Leafy Durell, who has resided in /ears where she was well cared for.
a few doses I felt relieved, and soon
The many friends in this vicinity of Sunday School.
Mrs. Rosaltba Ellis, widow of the late which he was working. He leaves a ing
Mr.
Tristram
with
her
Bethel
brother,
The
school
scholars
are
now
preparing
thereafter was entirely cured, and have ON Κ LOT infants' long coats of cream cashmere, sateen lined, embroidered cape*,
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thorne, who expectlast Wednesday after several Gideon Ellis of Canton, recently passed widow and one child.
not seen a sick day since. Neighbors of
ed to leave town the first of November, an entertainment appropriate to Thanks- Durell, died
$2/j8
yoke trimmed with silk braid,
iway. Rev. Mr. Little of South Paris
Of New York.
time which will be given Nov. 18. weeks of suffering.
The two-year-old daughter of Frank mine have been cured of Rheumatism,
will be glad to know that they have deon
Tuesattend
the
funeral
called
to
a was
2 to 4 years, of eiderdown in blue and white,
sizes
Mason
has
been
children's
Mr.
ONE
LOT
coats,
and
announceHarry
spending
he
further
troubles
a
of
died
and
to
of
Limerick
Elmhurst
Liver
cided to remain at
poison- Neuralgia,
Kidney
enjoy
programme,
and Mrs. C. Norton
ment will be given next week.
....
I few days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. day. Mrs. Wm. P. Bridgham
afternoon. A quantity of and General Debility." This is what B.
trimmed with ribbon and silk braid, wide collar,
Î2..V}
New England Thanksgiving.
For Vice·President:
Gilbert Tilton attended the funeral of ing Monday
Mason.
Charles
drama
was
The
"Uncle
Rube"
her
few
writes. Only
a
used
N.
tablets
entertained
played
of
N.
Andrews
grandP.
Bass
C.,
Miss
F.
by
Fremont,
strychnine
in
3
5
brown
sizes
to
and
A
coats
of
friend.
children's
black,
their
Mrs.
LOT
years,
velvet,
ONE
blue,
Ellis,
life-long
Saturday morning, Mr. J. C. Billings
mother was kept in a bureau drawer 50c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
friends at Flinch last Thursday afternoon last Thursday evening to a large auCharles W. Fairbanks,
to South Framingham, Mass., ac- good woman has passed away.
wide collar, white braid, blue sateen lined,
§4.50
and the little one found them and ate Paris, West Paris.
which was very much enjoyed by the dience. The parts were very well taken went
and the play went without a break from companied by his daughter, Miss Alice
Of Indiana.
Locke's Mills.
quite a large quantity.
guests.
ONE LOT children's fur sets of water mink, ll.it collar with tails, large Hat muff
for a time
Suicides are becoming frequent in
Much interest was manifested at the beginning to end. All the actors did ex- Billings, who will remain
Edward F. Ellis, aged 30, committed
a reand
Stanton
Cole
Mrs.
.42.7.',
Mr.
with ribbon, head and purse, very neat and warm,
gave
Mies
were
medical
treatment.
for
Billings'
York County. Two
accomplished
annual meeting of the Universalist Cir- ceptionally well, but perhaps "Uncle
suicide at his home on Baker avenue, in
classes in music and painting will be dis- ception to their friends in his brother
within a week in the town of Acton, the
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:
cle last Tuesday evening. The follow- Rube" merits special mention. It was
muzthe
Hall Monday evening, Oct. 31st. Oakland, Monday, by placing
Call and see
the heaviest character in the play, and continued for a time but she leaves Dan's
self-destroyors being Charles E. Smith,
These are only a few s imples from our large stock.
ing officers were elected:
Franklin A. Wilson, Bangor.
and Mrs. Fred Cole furnished music zle of a shot gun under his chin, and who loft a wife and four children, and
Mr. Charles Barden, who took the part, many friends who hope for a speedy re- Mr.
J. H. Little.
No
a
President—Mrs.
with
the
ford.
string.
Rum
Waldo Pettengill,
trigger
for dancing. A good many useful and pulling
Kenneth Babcock, who left a wife. On others.
Vice Prealileut— Mrs. O. A. Thayer.
impersonated it near to perfection and covery.
cause is
possibly sudden
Robert McArthur, Biddefurd.
Secretary—Mrs. K. G. Harlow.
The
Tuesday evening a good time will be ornamental presents were given the mental given except He is survived by Monday Fred Shapleigh of Lebanon
received
many
compliments.
1 reasurêr— Mrs. Κ. H. Jackson.
Fred H. Harris. Boothbay Harbor.
derangement.
couple.
killed himself by hanging. lie was 45
specialties between acts consisted of enjoyed by the Christian Endeavor and young
Asst. Treasurer—Mrs H. R. Hubbard.
Frederick ft. Kinsman, Augysta.
W. H. Farnham, who has been away a widow.
a I
Executive! oimnlUee— Mrs. John Pierce. Mrs. piano duets by Misses Lane and Marshall, friends at Dr. Gehring's "Shack."
years of age, a prosperous farmer with
Dover.
Peaks.
B.
2d.
arrived
home
the
since
Joseph
August 15th,
A.P.Stearns, Mise Helen Cole, Mrs Μ. Ρ
Delia Flaherty, employed in the wife and three children, and was town
two trombone solos by Mr. L. M. Irish, I
Greenwood.
as far away as Aroostook
has
been
Shaw, Mrs. H. G. Cole.
He
kitchen of the Phœnix Hotel in Bath, treasurer of Lebanon for several years.
and vocal solos by Misses Miriam Lane I
[t was decided to hold the annual sale and Alice Barden, ail of which were
"The country abounds in excellent County canvassing for L. P. Gunson.
was fatally burned Tuesday morning,
apThanltsgiving.
of
and
Mrs.
Bethel
Mrs.
Eli
Stearns
DOESN'T RESPECT OLD AGE.
in July, to hold sewing circles every aland
said
some
the
So
her clothing catching fire from the
one,
saypreciated by the audience. Mr. Irish is I fruit."
on Mrs.
Foster
of
called
Walter
ternate week after the first of Janua-y a fine
than
Newry
true
was
never
more
She ran into the office
It's shameful when youth fails to
stove.
kitchen
and was heartily recalled 1 ing
literally
player,
THK
ΙΉΕ8ΙΙΈ.ΝΤ.
BY
fKOCLAMATIUM
and to bave a supper and promenade at each
is kind na- Chas. Cross Thursday, the 3d.
of the hotel, where the flames were ex- show proper respect for old age, but
appearance. Alice Barden also I to-day. "Liberal, not lavish,
"It lia» pleased Almighty God to bring the November
A very singular accident occurred at
at
ISth
Academy Hall. received special applause for the fine ture's hand." So said some one else,
but she lived less than two just the .contrary in the case of Dr.
tinguished,
American people In safety ami honor through
He
Further particulars will be announcod manner in which she
her song "Two and although that may be true in a Chas. K. Cross' Thursday afternoon.
another year, and. In accordance with the long
King's New Life Pills. They cut off
days.
sung
a young bull belonging to Mr. Bean
unbroken custom handed down to us by our next week.
maladies no matter bow severe and irreBlue Little Shoes." The total receipts general sense it is wholly untrue in re- had
of
the
in
the
a
A
when
couie
time
has
the
management
special
forefather»,
change
of Albany, which he has been pasturing.
It is understood vigorous measures of the
of old age. Dyspepsia, Jaunwere over fifty dollars, I gard to this time and country.
evening
was perfected spective
day shall be set apart In which to thank him who
Elm
Auburn,
House,
who
and
used in dealing with any one
and over forty dollars will be cleared. I
dice, Fever, Constipation all yield to this
holds all nations In the hollow of his hand for will b·
Nearly every farmer who owns an or- He was out with the other cattle
were
when
passed,
papers
Tuesday
to
while running around attempted
jump
the mercies thus vouchsafe·! to us. During the disturbs the peace of the Baptist prayer This drama will be
perfect Pill. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff
played at Bryant's chard worthy of the name, has from 50
centurv and a quarter ol our national life we as
transferring the same from the lease of &
and fell breaking his neck.
meetings.
Co.'s, South Paris, West Paris.
Pond Tuesday evening of this week, I to several hundred barrels of apples for a fence
a people have been blessed beyond all others,
t6 that of Albert
Clarke
H.
George
has
enof
moved
was
Bethel
and
social
A pleasant supper
Henry Douglass
sale and no buyers. One man has 100
Nov. 8.
and for this we owe humble and heartfelt thanks
and S. H. Cary. Messrs. Young
Young
Mrs.
his
wife's
his
to
Hall
all
at
evening,
of
author
mother's,
to the
blessings.
Friday
family
joyed Cummings
Mrs. Geo. W. Ridlon and daughter barrels occupying the space he wants
and Cary assumed the proprietorship
"The year that has closed has been one of under the
Pigs for Sale.
auspices of the Baptist Ladies' have returned to their home in Portland. I for other purposes and says he cannot Annie Emery's on Howe Hill.
peace within our own tarder» as well as between Circle.
of
the
feature
Frank
a
As
Cummings has quite a crew of immediately and were receiving guests
and
them.
Dr.
see
pleasaut
The harvests have
u· and all other nations
Mrs. Caleb Fuller spent a week with I get a man to come
noon.
Eight pigs, eleven weeks old, for
men
wood on the Joe Cummings at
been abuudant, and those who work, whether evening, Rev. Mr. Taylor, the new pan- Mrs. Ridlon.
I Packard lost a good many by freezing, farm.cutting
with hand or brain, are prospering greatly. Ke- to»-, was
and appropriately
to
of
sale.
barrels
he
bas
SOU
which
intends
but
cordially
F.
Connor
Mass.,
Thomas
Lawrence,
Hunters are out in this section look-1
wanl has watted upon honest effort. We have
welcomed to the parish by 11. E. HamH. M. BERRY,
has been held for attempting to shoot
been enabled to do our duty to ourselves and to
ship to market on hie own hook—sosayR
ing for game.
Newry.
Never has there been a time when relig- mond, Esq.
others
his wife with a revolver Wednesday
J. F. Emerton of Auburn is here report.
Mr.
South Paris.
more
has been
ious and charitable effort
of
hour
have
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Chapman
Beginning next Sunday, the
Clifton, son of Newell Swan, has
night at South Berwick. Mrs. Connor
evident. Much has been given to us and much service at both churches will be changed on his annual hunting trip. He and Mrs.
finished work for A. K. Hicks, and made moved to Will Small's and they are sustained only a scalp wound. AccordEmerton board at Frank Reed's.
will be ex|>ected from us. We ->peak of what has
a house on the premises for Mr.
from 11 A. M. to 10:45—fifteen minutes
been done bv this nation in no spirit of boastful
Mrs. Mary Locke Gerrish of Lisbon is a pleasant call at the Bennett place yes- building
ing to the testimony of a third person
nese or vain glory, but with full and reverent earlier than before.
Swan and Mrs. Brink, who are in Mr. Small's who was present, the ehooting was inon his way home.
Clifton
on
a
visit
to
her
here
relatives.
terday
unless
.is
nothing
realization that our strength u
of
is
the
Π.
Mrs. Ε.
Cummings
guest
Hitherto we h ive
tentional, but Mrs. Connor testified in
Mrs. Roscoe Tuell is spending a week is the young man who was so severely' employ.
we are helped from atiove
Ed Chapman of North Newry, who is court that it was entirely an accident.
been given the heart and the strength to do the t'rieuds and relatives in Lewiston for a with her
daughter, Mrs. Bowker, at troubled with dropsy a few years ago as in
has
enlarks allotted to us as they severally arose. We few days.
and
health
living alone,
poor
Portland. Mrs. Clara Ridlon is looking to cauee his legs to burst and thus disIn
are thankful for all that has been done for us
Etta M. Thompson, aged 10, daughter
of his sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Per ham are to after her house in her absence.
charge small jets of water. He was gaged the eervices
the past, ami we pray that In the future we may
of Walter P. Thompson, of Bridgton,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
the
winter.
for
John
Carlton,
as
a
known
be strepgthene«l In the unending struggle to Ίο close the Perham house this week and
medicine
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meet- cured by taking
while
with
charity go to Washington.
sitting in front of a fireplace Tuesour duty fearlessly aud honest!v.
Mrs. Horatio Wight was taken very ill
ing Thursday of last week with Mrs. I. swamp root, and now enjoys good health.
was stricken with an epileptic
and good will, with respect for outaelves and
night,
has
day
on
Miss
Twaddle
well
and
Dr.
Work is
progressing
Stautou Cole and wife gave a reception Thursday night
F. Em mous.
love to our fellowmen.
fit, ana falling upon the burning wood,
south of
visited her this
new house on the
the effort to combine
.K3TABL13HBD
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

1

CHILDREN.

FOR

j

8.j

Theodore

Roosevelt,)

Îving

Men's Winter

|

OVERCOATS

HILLS,

"In this great republic
national strength with personal freedom Is being
tried on a scale more gigantic than ever before in
the world's history. Our success will mean
much, not only for ourselves, but for the future
of all mankind, and every man or woman in our
land should feel the grave responsibility resting
this sue
upon htm or her, for In the last analysis
cess must de|>end upon the high average of our
Individual citizenship, upon the way In which
each of us does his duty by himself and his

neighbor.
"Sow, therefore, I, Theodore Roosevelt. President of the Vetted State», do hereby appoint and
set apart Thursday, the .tlh of this Soveml>er,
to be observed as a day of festival and thanks
al
giving by all the people of the United States,
home or abroad, and do recommend that on thai
day they cease from their ordinary occupation*
and gather In t^elr several places of worship οι
In their homes, devoutly to give thanks unto Almighty God for the benefits he has conferred
and te
upon us as Individuals and as a nation,
beseech him that In the future his divine favoi
us.
to
continued
may be
"In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the United State· tc
be affixed.
"IHtue at the city of Washington this flrst day
of Sovember In the year of our Lord one thou
•and nine hundred and four, and of the Inde
pendence of the United States the oue hundred
and twenty-ninth.
"TlIEODOKK KOOSIVKLT.
"By the President.
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Mrs. Mary G. Bradbury is to have a
The Beeches. Contractor C. H. Adams
special sale of millinery this week at reof Norway is in charge. The house is duced
prices. Call and examine the
now up and boarded in.
bargains.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings has closed
Will E. Pratt and family have moved
his summer home here and returned to from Pioneer Street back to South WoodBrookline, Mass.
stock where Mr. Pratt will again work
for I. W. Andrews A Sons.
West Sumner.
West Paris Grange will hold an all day
The little daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
meeting
Saturday, Nov. 12, with a bakH. A. Mac Donald died Oct. 25, after a ed bean dinuer.
Programme will conlong illness. Brief services were held at sist of music, selections on the graphothe home of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Packphone, etc. Two important questions
ard, where the mother, Mrs. MacDonald, are to be decided—whether to have the
to
little
was
taken
ill.
The
body
lay so
grange incorporated, also to make final
Portland for iulerment.
decision regarding the hall trade. The
School closed Friday, Oct. 28. The
grange opens at lO A. m.
teacher, Miss Kilbreth, returned home
Miss Miriam P. Lane of Ruinford Falls
31.
Oct.
Monday,
came here last Wednesday for about a
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin visited week's visit with relatives and friends.
Mrs. McLaughlin's parents in WaterMiss Walsh, who has been in the bank
ford, a few days last week.
at Ruinford Falls for some time, arrived
Dr. E. J. Marston is very ill, requiring last
Saturday to be for a short time the
services of a trained nurse.
of the Misses Georgia and Linnie
guest
a
a
nr*
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of
the
Relief
Several members
Corps,
No. 70, went to Sumner Hill Monday,
Geo. L.
who for some time bas
>cc. .31,
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Emma A. Ueald, a sister member. The
corps read their burial service. This is
the first death in the Corps and casts a
gloom over all the members.
The entire community were shocked
and saddeued by the very sudden death
of Mrs. derrick O. Tuell, on Thursday,
Mrs. T»ell, "Aunt Harriet,"
Oct. 27.
was loved
as so many loved to call her,
and respected by every one who knew
her, and her friends and acquaintances
are many.
She will be much missed by
the people at large as well as by the
aged husband and childreu left behind.
She was an earnest Christian; a life-lcng
member of the Baptist church; a woman
such as any place can ill afford to lose;
and one whose beautiful influence will

Tubbs,

been running the Willie mill about a
mile from here on the road to Greenwood, is going to North Paris to run a
saw mill.
lie has bought a new portable engine and saw rigging and will tit
up at once for work. He will move to
North Paris as soon as he can complete
arrangements to do so, and hopes to get
all settled in his new place by the last
of December.
The Dauphin Comedy Co. gave an entertainment at Dunham's Hall last Satur-

day evening.

morning.
Monday night, the treat consisting of
was alone at
Mrs. W. B. Wight is recovering from a was burned to death. She
apples, peanuts and candy; the festival
the time except for the presence in an
of rheumatism.
attack
ending in hopping about the floor, some- protracted
Mrs.
mother.
her
Walter Powers and wife have gone to adjoining room, of
times called dancing.
heard the girl fall but was
Thompson
has
who
visit
to
Mr.
Witham
Denmark
The game brought in during the past
too late to prevent the fatal accident.
week consisted of two partridges and been ill for a long time.
unconscious
Mrs. Ε. B. Knapp is still confined to It is probable the victim was
There is no danger that
one hedgehog.
from the first.
the bounty on the latter will ever ex- her bed and is very feeble.
Several parties are trapping in Newry
At Biddeford Monday night, Mrs.
terminate him; he is too slow and conHiram Willard, whose stage name is
temptible an animal ever to become ex- and Grafton with usual success.
Eva Gray, the soprano soloist and illustinct.
South Rumford.
trated song singer with the Dot Karroll
The proper thing to do now seems to
take
to
has
contracted
Putnam
Arthur
be to work up pulp wood, bank up
repertoire company, took her regular
Gran, Mont and Frank Thurston's milk part in the opening performance at the
houses and shoot game.
to
milk
a
runs
a
route
for
He
year.
Daniel Bryant and his housekeeper,
opera house and in less than an hour
after leaving the stage expired in one of
Mrs. Chase, went to Norway on a busi- Rumford Falls.
While coming home with milk Wed- the dressing rooms.
The immediate
ness and pleasure trip Wodnesday.
Thomas Greene has hired out to Her- nesday night, Arthur Putnam got his cause of her death was the resuit of a
team out of the road in trying to pass a shock due to heart trouble. She was
bert King for the winter.
Let's see, who is it to be, Roosevelt or big team and went over into Arthur about 30 years of age and leaves a little
Cameron's field. His milk wagon was girl three years old, for whom she had
l'arker?
It was very
Ernest Herrick has sold his share in «lightly damaged and horse hurt a little. the greatest affection.
homestead farm to his brother,
and intends to make a new
home for the future. Kawson Herrick
is a single man, young, good looking
and has no helpmate. Mow, girls, to the
rescue!
A short time before the other leap
year ended, which was eight years ago,
some one wrote a little advice similar to
the following; it may vary a trifle since
I quoto wholly from memory:
Last chance, can't dwell, says the funny aucthe

to

Rawson,

tioneer.
Ami father Time declare» the name In closing
out the year;
hurry up, unmarried girls, If you desire &

mate,
leap year, too, will soon be gone,
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procrastinate.

so

able

He loet50 quarts of milk. He
strange that her last song was "Goodbe out the next day, though he was
Bye, Little Girl, Good-Bye."
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Liars' Club at the last meeting was a
black snake that carried a man weighing
East Brownfleld.
140 pounds on his back; an eol which
been
has
of
Portland
Harry Griggs
was eight feet long and
weighed 16
Giles.
Mrs.
his
Grace
eistor,
visiting
and which after being killed was
Mrs. F. R. Bradbury and Mrs. Eli pounds
restored by a dew fall and found his way
Whitney spent a few days in Portland back into the river over a mile and a half
last week.
of land; a turtle caught from the Saco
Sidney Rowe entertained hie uncle, River
which was as big over as a work
Benjamin Bowe of Northumberland, cart wheel and a turtle1» bead which
Ν. H., recently.
after being cutoff for three days enapped
At last reports, Dr. Marston, an acoff the head of a chicken which was
count of whose accident appeared last
picking around it. By vote of the club
towards
was
week,
progressing nicely
honorary membership is extended to the
recovery.
whose ride on the
Chas. Stickney and wife, who have Skowhegan druggist
antlers of a moose was in the papers.
been at the world's fair, are at the home
of Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney.
The scarcity of good men for the
woods is particularly noticcable. The
Oxford.
wages offered are about the same as last
The drama, "A Woman of Honor," year, from $20 to $-')0 per month, and
was played by the Jolly Twelve Satur- still the employment agencies cannot
furnish the operators with enough men
day evening at Robinson Hall.
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps went to of the class wanted to handle the cut.
Norway Saturday by invitation and were There aro plenty of Poles, Swedes, Finns
very pleasantly entertained by Harry ànd other foreigners, but they are poor
Rust Post and Corps.
woodsmen. They aro all right for sawMr. Ν. T. Fisher is visiting friends in ing but they cannot handle an axe. Once
there were plenty of good axe-men to be
Pepperell, Mass.
Mr. Small has moved to Bridgton.
found in Bangor, but that time is past.
Miss Emma Dunn of Portland is visit- The men who formerly came from the
Provinces and stopped in Maine to hire
ing her sister, Mrs. Clark.
Mrs. Augustine Dunn is very sick for the woods come no longer. They are
with bronchitis.
here but they do not atop. They all
Alphoneo Lovering and son of Fore have tickets for New Hampshire and
Street are very sick with measles.
other points west. In a short time the
Loren Brown and family have gone to rafting booms will be shut down and
Rochester.
some of the mills will be shut down for
The Praying Band from West Poland the winter and this will leave many men
held services Sunday at the Advent idle and available for the operations.
was

don't

The scholars of the village schools are
East Hebron.
preparing an entertainment to be given
The date of this issue of the Democrat
Friday evening, Nov. IS, at Dunham's
Cold October has left us, with the reand the date of the national election arc
Hall. A great deal of work is being put
of the aged people of being the coldinto the entertainment which consists of port
the same. Before this paper reachet
est October known by them.
dialogues, songs, recitations and a cake
Home of our more distant subscribers tht
Preparations are being made for an
uever wear away.
walk. Admission 15 cents.
early winter, but pleasant weather is
battle of ballots will have been finished
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Tuell of WaterFor the election on Tuesday the Grand
anxiously hoped for, Indian summer of
But most ol town, Mass., who came to attend the Trunk has
and the issue decided.
granted a rate of fare and long duration.
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party
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blye have left at
returned home Monday, Oct. 31st.
from West Paris to South Paris and rehave the opportunity to vote if the*
Frank Nash's on account of Mr. Blye
Mrs. H. A. Mac Donald is mending turn.
Always
being unable to work out.
have not already done so.
slowly, so much so that she was moved
accustomed to iudoor labor, he has been
There is not so much occasion foi to Farmington, on Thursday, Nov. 2.
will
to
return
sick
and
Lynn.
quite
Mrs. Hannah Bates is entertainiug her
Bryant's Pond.
urging upon the citizens of our country
Colds are prevalent.
Miss May Allen is stopping at Dr.
sister, Mrs. Ileald, of North Buckfield.
iu
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the importance of their election duties
A
protracted meeting
Mrs. M. J. Pulsifer is keeping house Yates' at West Paris.
from abroad.
in the case of a presidential election ai for Mr. H. O. Tuell for the present.
Samuel Swectsir has laid a pipe from this week with speakers
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Heath attended his well to the house, aud now has water A clergyman from Bath will occupy the
in the case of other elections which may
desk tho tirst days. Others are expected'
the drama at West Paris, Nov. 3.
in his kitchen.
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importance.
M re. Maud Greene from Portland is
Mrs. C. E. Dunham has been quite ill
There is a well being dug on the land
her mother, Mrs. E. Allen.
of joining in the choice of a president is
recently. Mrs. Hiram Dunham of North of Mrs. Blodgett to supply water for visiting
While Mr. Edwin Lane was in his
more highly esteemed than that of parti- Paris has been here with her for a few her house and Edwin Mann's and Dexter
home in this pla<$, his house in New
Peverley'e.
cipating in the selection of lesser offi- days.
and his old
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin L. Bowker of Port- Auburn was broken open
cials. Still, there are altogether toe
East Bethel.
land arrived at his parents, Saturday coins taken that had beon in the house
even at a national
many stay-at-homes
All are improving and enjoying r.he night and remained until Sunday night. for more than seventy years. Some were Chapel.
wife and her sister, both
election.
Here and There.
Indian summer.
Geo. Kavanaugh of Portland was in
About thirty masked at the Halloween owned by his
Z- W. Bartlett has opened operations party Monday night, and a good time now dead. The bureau drawers were town Wednesday.
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how
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at his mill in Kumford.
He has a num- was enjoyed by all.
The Ladies' Society of the Congregato get to the polls should fail to vote io
Says the Boston Herald, a paper supber o! men from Lewiston.
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Mr. Payson Kich from Auburn visited on Tuesday, and visited the ice caves at
with Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher.
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On Nov 3, the mercury fell to β above able inference that the millions of dollars
lack of prosperity under Democratic ad- Hampshire
Couch center table from friends.
Mr. C. H. Kimball came from Phillips Bowker at West Paris Wednesday.
zero.
that are acknowledged to have been conTwo hard wood rockers from his parents.
ministration, and the personality of our last week and has gone to Berlin, N. LI.
Eleven members of Granite Chapter,
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consider doubtful. It is about as certain
At a special meeting of Jefferson
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Charles Adams and family from Massa- Lodge, F. & A. M., the third degree was
hold union prayer meetings through the
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Mrs. L. J. Gammon is at work for Friday afternoon to attend an entertainboarders, seven more than in 1903.
to get in hie vote as if the result hinged
ment and dance in the evening, and Sumner Hill, of Miss Emma, daughter of
Mrs. James Merrill of East Stoneham.
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Mr. Elias Gould, aged 00 years, has
And so again, don't fail to vote, and into the Hilton McAllister house. He commence her winter term of school.
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The drama, "Uncle Bube," will b6 character and her death will be much busked fifty bushels of corn this fall, years past,
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Dell Cole, mail carrier No. 1, was funeral was largely attended aud Rev.
Tuesday night, about U o'clock, tire
The deceased
In the space allotted to me I can only was discovered in
Mr. Muttart officiated.
the attic of Barrows speaking of the changes which had
Presidential election Tuesday of West Oxford Agricultural Society.
the Congregational
was a member of
touch on these two or three popular misLodge. Several rooms were badly taken place on his route since he had
The annual meeting of the West OxLet nothing Interfere
conceptions which a personal friendship damaged by tire and water before it was been carrying the mail, between two and church, the ladies' G. A. R. Relief Corps this week.
and the grange, all of which organizaof many years' standing render to me out. Prof, and Mrs.
ford Agricultural Society was held in the
Thomas lost the three years. He stated that there had
for
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more absurd than those which usually most of
society's hall at Fryeburg Oct. 29tb.
their clothing as their truuks been twenty-one deaths and twenty- tions were largely represented
the folswarm about Presidents, and which, in
births. Cole's route is over the funeral. Within two years the mother Theodore Roosevelt and a Republi- Besides other routine business,
were stored in the attic.
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Sixteen shot took effect in his arm
Dudley P. Bailey of Everett, Mass.
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fet
your
fries 50o. and 11.00./ Trial bottles free.
C. C. Fletcher is not In good health.
night.
men ta.
or in the White House.

boarding

haying

j

.>1

Handsome, cut in the newest

perfectly, nice fitting
collar and nicely tailored.

style,

LowestPrioesmOxfordCouiity.

PRICE $7.50 TO $12.00.

NORWAY, MAINE,
PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIH

ALSO A NICE LINE OP

1
!

BELiT COATS
in the newest styles.

Clean*·. and forautifie· the hair. |
Promotes α luiuriuiit crv*tK
Nearer Falla to Restore Gray
Hair to ite Youthful Color.
Cure· icalp (liftœi k li-ir )—.lag.
SOc.and tl.uiat Druitgnti

PRICE $10.00 TO $17.00.

Wrong Eyeglasses
worse,

are

sometimes, than
nature's

neglect

Don't

none.

warning.
for help.

J.

If your eyes tire, they call
A few simple tests with modern
instruments reveal the exact condi-

eyesight.
neglect your

tion of your

Don't

cut

most

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

impor-

tand sense.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South Paris.
6 Pleasant St.,

Fur Robes.

WANTED.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem-

Tenney,

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5S«s\hoerIucker

House,
Oct. 18, and 3d

will be at Elm

of each

following

hours, 10:3ο

Eyes

a

m.

month.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children. g.ears
*
The Kind You Han Always Bought

Norway
Tueiday

Office

th®

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF

to 4 p. M.

Examined free.

AT ALL PRICE5.

Easy and Quickl

lëoap-Aiaking

ALSO A NEW LINE OF*

Hosiery Underwear Gloves
Fancy Collars Etc.

with

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner I.ye in cola
the
water, melt 5^ Jbs. of grease, pour
and put
Lye water in the grease. Stir
aside to set
Pull Directions

■

Norway, Maine.

OX Main St.,

Oculist,
Tuesday,

I HAVE THREE SIZES OF STABLE BLANKETS,
72, 76 AND 80 INCHES LONG, IN ALL GRADES.
A BLANKET TO WEAR AND STAY ON WELL
SHOULD FIT THE HORSE.
CALL AND GET MY PRICES ON FUR ROBES.
THEY WILL PLEASE YOU.

4

lock and Poplar, delivered on care at
to Iiothel,
any R. H. Station from Pownal
the coming year.
E. W. PEN'LEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

Dr. Austin

and

Horse Blanls.ets

on

Come in and

Wanted.

These cold
raw

have

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

nights

days remind
warmer

climate demands

Bankruptcy. ble underwear.

To the Hon. Clakknck Halk, Judge of the Die
trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
H. LEAVITT of Hartford, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, resi>octfully represents that
on the 27th day of October, last past, ho was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property and rights of
property and has fullf complied with all
the requirements of said Acts and of the enters
of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable aaralnst his estrtr under said
bankrupt Acts; except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 31st day of October, A. D. 1904.
ISAIAH H. LEAVITT, Bankrupt.

I

OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEOIV.

day

pranted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
be Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred·
tor· copie· of said petition and this order, ad·
Ireweu to them at tnelr place· of residence m

and occasional

one

that he

underwear.

good,

The

boy

who

doesn't

must sweater cannot be found.

This

mon sense

garment

want

It's

too.

a

a com-

Saves his

besides,
waim, sensi- clothes and saves his health ;
it

We have it in

All sizes, 50c., 75c., $t,

gives

We Have Lots of Them.

$1 50.

in cotton and wool, and all wool,

50c., 75c., $1, $1.50.

Our Union Suit Trade

him the freedom of action
boys must have.

that all live

Unfleeced Underwear

>

Can fît and suit any boy from 4 to
16 ye.irs.
50c, 75c., $1, $1.25,
$1.50, $2, $2.50.

Men Like Sweaters, Too.
And

why

should

they

not?

Warm,

serviceable and don't bind you anywhere. Plain and fancy colors, $1,
and
is'increasing. Two kinds, $1
see
and
| $1.50, $2, $3, $4, and better if you
{>3. Lo->k in our windows
want.

(amples.

Our goods
Come and see us.
will speak for themselves. Satis-

faction

itated.

Witness the Hon. Clakknck Halk, Judge
>f4he said Court, aud the seal thereof, at Port·
and, In said District, on the Mtb day of Oct.,
1. D. 1804.
JAMBS B. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.·.]
I
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
AJtMt : JAMES B. HEWEY, Clerk.

Boys' Sweaters.

Underwear.

Fleeced

ISAIAH

DISTRICT OP Maikk, es.
of October, A. D. 1904, on
On this 29th
reading the foregoing peUtlon, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the 18th day of Nov.. A. D.
IBM, before said Court at Portland, In said Dieirict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
noUce thereof be published In Tne Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
tnd that all known creditor·, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said Ume anc·
place, and show cause. If any they have, why
he prayer of said petitioner should not be

STORES.

Heavier Underwear.

First five years of St. Nicholas Magazine bound or unbound in good condition. Address, giving price,
EDWARD L. PARRIS, Jk.,
Paris, Me.

In

MAINE.

BLUE

The Penn Chen:la ! Works, Philadelphia
Charles 1 Rlckardsc.i i- Co., Boston, Mit

(
Bankrupt. )

at

SOUTH PARIS,

Lye"—free.

)

goode

HOWE,

MRS. E. A.

Every Package

Banner Lye is pulverized. The can
closcd at will, per·
may be opened and
at a
mitting the use of a small quantity in
time. It is just the article needed
It will clean paint,
every .household.
floors, marl le and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe#
Write for booklet "Uses 0/ JJuhhc

In the matter of
ISAIAH II. LEAVITT,

see our

guaranteed.

F. H. IMOYES CO.,
| SOUTH

v

...

PARIS.

-

NORWAT.

'ht ΦχίονΑ

femocral

The
at 5.

T1UNK

ing in Lovell.
llarry A. Morton
ton for a few days.

RAIL WAT.

Commencing October 2, h*4,

west)—10ΛΜ»

,·

A.

*.. i H

daily, Sunday· Included).

*

ra 'À.

P.

Mrs. Wirt Stanley spent Saturday and
Sunday with relatives in Lewiston and
Auburn.

*., 8.·*

*·

The Ladies' Aid Society will meet foi
work in the Methodist vestry Wednesday
afternoon.

SOl'TH PARIS POST OPTIC*.
Λ)

uttcc Hour·

A. Ji.

30

to

P. M.

CHURCHKS.
k-

-,

Miss Lettie Farrar and Miss Bertha
Merrill of Auburn were at South Paris
for Sunday.

Rev. W. 1
fonyrenational Church. service·,
10:<
l>. lY. pastor. Preaching

Kirst

/
V'

1
Sunday School 12
K. ;it P. *; Church prayer meeting ο
ι»
7 MtMoek. AU. notothe:
Tu., lav éventa* at
i-onnecMd, are cordially Invited.
Method!»»Church, Kev. 11. A.Clifford, 18ι asto;
30
-.n
lav. :uorntai! prayer meeting
,,
i>cho<
-canningservice 10 « a.m.; Sabbath
8:15 r. M.
Meeting.
League
'm Kpworth
e'venine I'ray»·' meeting 7 P. *· ; prayer meetta

.V

:

p.r

;

Here's hoping for good weather on
Tuesday—and admitting that it doesn't
look over-promising.
A. E. Morse will read at a high school
entertainment at Skowhegan
Friday
evening of this week.

»

tfvt-nlng; rlae»meeting.>rldayeveelni
>0 Sunday, preaching servie
'.nliur. li
praver raeel
^abiiath School 12
M
i.raver meetln* Tuesday evening
y
J. H. Little, Pastoi
t
ι orna le» liurch. Rev.
service every Sun lay at 2SO P. »
ι-,
P. M.
Kvenlng service,
SmMuy à-hool at 3.-30
i.

The Berlin Sunday excursions are now
discontinued, aud the paper train arrives
hour earlier, at 9:22.

v

an

Mrs. Meroah Bryant of Locke's Mills
has been visiting her niece, Mrs. J. J.
Murphy, for a few days.

R.

r

STATED MKKTOiUS.
m.—Paris Lo«lge, No. i>4. Rerula
■·
Tucs· lav evening on or before full moon
τ,
γ -Mount Ml· a Lodge, regular meel
Auror
·.,
ι tirs lav evenlnir of eacn week
tiret and third Monday evening
,·
.ι, :i month.
κ -Mount Pleasant Reliekah Lodge, No
i>
or ead
,,.t~ second and fourth Friday·
ju
m-intii 0 >M-l Kellows' Hall.
meet
v. Κ —w. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14f,
(,
; thirl
Saturday evenings of eacl
m..nth. In t». A. R. Hall.
Κ Kimball Relief Corps meets lire
vv
li
!r· ! Saturday evenings of each month,
»
Ki'ilrf t on»· Hall.
1
to
Oct.
1
from
liranjee.
May
f H.—Paris
ί·
lir-t an.l thirl Saturday; durlu* th<
,·.
li
meet·
Saturday,
the
every
r
of
tilyear,
r,
Λ

Υ

\

daughter-in-law's

k·*·.'impment,

C·—Second an<l fourth Mondays ο
mouth.
y o. P.—Stonv Urook Lodge, No. lsl
t- „n.n.| and fourth Wed ne* lay evenlngi
of each month.
I*.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meete ever)
x
Pr av evening at Pythian Hall.
ea

\

h

..

Woodmen of America—South Pari»
No. lo3t"T, meets second and fourth Tuee
« nlntc» In Uolden Croee Hall.
,v
I; va Arcanum.—Parrls Council, No. 1S21,
at 7 »>.
i- tirst and third Monday evenings
»

«

,ττ;

!·,

,,

Election day.
t ? et in

Mrs
from

a

your

vote

eariy.

I. M. Murch returned Thursday
week's visit at Augusta.

Πu· appearance of the Maine Farmers'
that this
·:
tua' f.»r l(»ô is a reminder

\

leap

y.

.it

is

pretty nearly

gone.

Mrs, Louise Briggs went last Friday
Dorchester, Mass., called there by her

to

—

iliness.

On Sunday the 13th, Rev. 1. B. Mower,
State Secretary of the Baptist Convention, will preach at the Baptist church.
There will be a rehearsal of "Our
Folks" Tuesday evening of this week at
the county buildings, in A. D. Park's
office.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Shurtleff reached
the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage
on Saturday.
The day was passed without any special observance.
There will bu a sociable after the regular meeting of Mt. Pleasant Kebekah
Lodge Friday evening and all members
are asked to bring a picture of themselves
taken years ago.

to us
we went where it was—at the new hall
of Mountain Grange, North Buckfleld.
We apprehend that memory has already
struck off a calendar and presented it to
each member of Mountain Grange, and
to each visiting member from other
granges, with a line of red around Nov.
1st, 1904. That ie correct and as it
should be.
The dedication was complete and sufficient with no special dedicatory services, and Oxford Pomona added largely
to the services, but did not furnish the
'Twas a mixed
entire entertainment.
programme and well mixed. Twentynine souls were initiated into the mysteries of the Fifth Degree—mysteries that
have been hidden from the foundation
of the world. We think that the largest
number of vieitors was from Parie, some
from Hebron, East Hebron, Turner,
Sumner and maybe from other granges.
Perhaps 100 sat down to a well-filled
table—or several tables—and if they did
not get well filled it was their own fault.
The thought came to us while there,
and it usually comes to us when in a
crowd of people, that no two faces look
alike, and yet the eyes are there all
right, with the nose hitched on between,
and the mouth is anchored below, the
chin is in the proper place and the ears
are stuck on opposite sides of the head.
What more is needed to make it a pattern for all faces, so that when one is
seen you liaye seen them all with no
variation? Don't know.
Nature is an artist of vast resources.
She is sometimes in a humorous mood
and makes a few extra dabs and fiourshes, but alwavs within fixod lines and
rules, never placing the eyes on the top
of the head nor the ears on the shoulders
So it comes to
as in Hafed's Dream.
pass that the human face divine is not
mistaken for some species of vegetable

evening,
Pythian Sisterhood, Thursday
will be served.

Jurors were drawn Saturday for the
Nov. 10. Refreshments
December term of the United States
\ full attendance of the members is
District Court at Portland. Herbert P.
desired.
Hammond and Benton I.. Swift grand
Kev. Wni. E. Brooks, D. I)., former jurors, Charles Edwards and Davis P.
Paris Congregatioual
urtis traverse.
|..i»t··; .>f the South
: m il. has accepted a call to the pastorMiss
Margarett Suman of Ikoko,
in
church
ate of the Congregational
Africa, will give a missionary address at
Warren, Ct.
the Baptist church on Tuesday evening
Hall and wife started Tuesday of this week. As she will speak from
A. <
in
Hall,
F.
H.
actual experience of the work in that
f..ra visit to their son,
Kansas City, and their daughter, Mrs. land a rare treat is anticipated and ail
Herbert C. Kipley, in Oklahoma. They ure invited.
expect to be gone all wiuter.
Mrs. Will Barne* of Portland has been
The tniik route of Leon A. Brooks the guest of Mrs. T. S. Barnes for a few
li.us been purchased by the Portland days. On Thursday Mrs. Barnes enterCreamery Co., who will supply the cus- tained a number of friends at dinner and
tomers from the milk handled by them at tea in honor of her guest, and in the
Delivery will evening entertained the members of the
at the Oxford Creamery.
Seneca Club.
be made by team.

|

Tho high school football team has
The two new boilers for the Oxford
1. Jit Co. were unloaded here last week completed its season, not being able to
at
and taken to the company's plant
arrange auy later games as the schedules
Son did of other schools were full. Thursday
steep Falls. A. W. Walker A
the moving. The boilers are t'» feet in night the second team went to Norway
diameter and 20 feet long, and weigh expecting to play a 4 o'clock game with
fourteen tons each.
Norway second, but Norway declined to

|

play.

enter

low and Seiders whose rooms are directAdvertised letters in South Paris post
ly beneath those of Mr. Thomas, also
office Nov. 7:
The
came in for a share of the wetting.
Mr*. Susie E. Wood.
rooms of Stiuchfield, Nickerson, William
Mr. fc'rant Shackley.
and Krle Howe, Abbott and Sampson
Mr*. Sarah U. MoLellen.
Mr* Ma M MeAllster.
were the only others damaged.
MIm Margaret Koch.
Mr. Charte·Clinch.
Mrs. Matoira Day Billing*.

stage.
candidate,
Grand Wardee,
indidate was given the traditional ride side Lodge of Norway.
was subon a more or less frisky goat,
Judge Harry Manser, and other grand
will be
jected to tests of his courage, and put officers will be present. Supper

served at 0:4"> P. m. for the members of
the order. An enjoyable occasion is expected ami all members are cordially invited to be present.
A. E. Morse, the reader aud impersonator. will go to Washington County next
week, where he is to read in a series of
The entertainments
entertainments.
are being arranged by Murray E. Bridgham of Whitneyville, to be given in the
towns of the Machias Valley during tha
week of Nov. 16-23. The first is given
at the Pluunix Opera House, Machias,
Mr. Morse
on the evening of Nov. 10.
is the leading attraction on the programme.
Anniversary of Paris Grange, Nov. 12.
All day meeting. Dinner at uoon. All
bring food. Programme for afternoon
follows:

as

t.
i
:J.
4
5.
β
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.

England.

The subject of Rev. W. F. Berry's lec
ture of last Monday evening at tb
Methodist church was "Life in the Main
with which he i
Woods"—a thing
familiar. For a dozen years or more h
has not failed to take an annual vacatioi
from ten days to four weeks in length ii
the Maiue woods, and only a few day
since returned from this year's outing 1
Nor is it an expensive vacation as h
manages it. lie pays no hotel or guid
bills, but paddles his own canoe, pitche
his owu teut, cuts his own tirewwd an
cooks his own food. One fact that ma
!
seem peculiar to some sportsmen is tha t
he kills nothing that is not strict! ν
ο r
game, that he takes no more fish, deer
othet game than can be eaten, and tha t
he never shoots a partridge in any othe r
a ritli i.
way than by beheading it with
His tent, which has served him for man y
s» t
and
years, he had brought with him
th e
up beside the platform to illustrat3
inevi j.
arrangement and use of it. The
able though only occasional hardshij
of camp life, as well as its constant joj 8
aud
were well set out. and a Ί

j

---Ctotr.
..Ada King
C. A. Brlggn.

Music

Heading

Anniversaries
Violin solo,
Atlilreoi

Soon
Reminiscences,.

Don Chapman.
H. A. Clifford.
Kate Hammond.
S. E. Jackson.
Harrison Earrar.
A. D. Park.
3. K Jackson
Choir.

......

Poem.

Song
Readlug
Song,

—

Oxford Pomona

Orange.

in December.
Time, first Tuesday
Place, Paris Grange, South Paris.
FKOOKAMMK.

Opening grange In Xh degree.
Routine business.
Election of officers.
aacsesr

a.

Installation of officer*, music and other exercises a* time will permit to be furnished by Parle
υΓΛη>ίι
8. Ε Jackson, See.

Card of Thanks.

We desire to express our sincere thanks
for the aid given, and the sympathy oi
our neighbors and friends in the sickness
and death of our loved one. Also foi
the many beautful flowers and the comforting words spoken and sung,
Mrs. N. P. Tikkki.l.
Mr. and Mrs. Η. Τ. Tirrkll.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Tirrkll.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Gkrry.

The governor and council bave granteda pardon to Charles L. Beal of Clin
his talk was well calculated to imprei β ton, who is serving a life sentence in the
'* State
prison at Thomaston for the mur
upon his hearers the fascination posses
ed by the rod and the rifle, the canoe an J der of his father, C. C. Beal, in thai
in
the camp, the evenings around the tii * town in 1888, by putting strychnine
and the glorious tramp through the wi 1- some whiskey, which the latter after
mon
Beal was hardly
dertMMs. The evening'· programme wi * ward drank.
than a boy when convicted.
opened with a solo by Mr·. Smiley.

pleasures,

Through Thk Companion they addresa
not only the young and Impressionable,

I

Greater Boston, Jr.

Mo. β Pleasant

Street,

South

Parte, Maine

All wool

by

J, H. Brooks,
5outh Paris.

ments have been unusually good.
Irving Frost has returned from a six
months' job at Poland Spring for Hiram
Ricker & Sons at the Poland Spring
House.
Saturday forenoon, at C. Π. Adams
hearshop is the time and place for the
from
ing on the petition for a new street
Main Street east of Stone's studio, past
Adams' shop and mill, thence to Lynn
Street. The street would open up some
very good building lots.
The class of 1905 in the Norway High
School have arranged for a series of four
entertainments for the present season.
Tickets are being sold by members of
the class, and the sale of seats opens at
Stone's drug store, this Monday evening
at 7 o'clock. The entertainments and
dates are as follows:
Nov. 12—.John Thoma· Concert Co.
I)cc. 1—Koyal Entertainer*—Smith anil Gorton.
Dec. 31—Itillan Β >ve.
Jan. i«—Maro, the Magician.

Store, Norway.

Ε L. Cook of Palmyra has an interest-1
ine sight at his farm in the shape of
nine red foxes which are securely caged
in a large bin, the foundation of which is
worker
the.
a solid ledge
About six weens
no i-hance for escape.
foxes began feasting on geese
from Mr. Cook's llock, and in order to
Stop their extravagant menu Mr. Cook
set some traps with the above

'allowing

SI tie

busy^

-«i

Se.

»

Chance Comment.

There

seems

to be some

disagreement

as

ring

between Russia and Japan.
novelists and amateurs have been given
scant opportunity to cover themselves

j

English fishing vessel, damage others,

and kill two men. It will probably take
fifteen weeks to get the commission
appointed and get at the facts. By that
time we shall know pretty nearly
whether there were really Japanese
torpedo boats in the North Sea, or the

Russians fired on their own torpedo
Contributions for the Home.
or were scared by a phantom.
Recent contributions to the funds of I boats,
the Home for Aged Women at Norway

follows:

A paragraph
going the rounds about
Mrs. Albert Thompson, Philadelphia, ....S375.00
woman who stopped
106 00 a^S agadahoc County
Bachelor Maid·, Norway,
anointing his
Canvas# by Mrs Ryerson, South Part·,...λ 100.00 her husband's snoring by
10 00 : nostrils wifh mutton tallow while be
Got. J. F. Htll. Augusta
18.00
South
Parle
Uolveniallst Society,
That's too thin. Any one with
11.50 slept.
MeilkxUet Society, South Parte
37.K5 i half an eye can see that the item was
Congregational Society, South Paris
9.D0
i started to boom the sheep market.
Bapi 1st Society, South Paris,
10.00
Congregational Society, Oxford,
β 00
Snowbound Reading Club, Sumner
BAD MATTER
MAKES A
ONLY
Hon. W. T. Cobb of Rockland has
WORSE.
an Eastern telephone.
of
tho
use
given
Perhaps you have never thought of it
Personal.
but the fact must be apparent to every
lack
one that constipation is caused by a
the system, and the use of
In
water
of
the
of
Clayton L. Ames, formerly
cathartics like the old fashioned
town of Sweden and more recently a drastic
makes a bad matter worse.
in
only
is
now
pills
of
living
resident
Bridgton,
Stomach and Liver TabChamberlain's
a
;
has
secured
he
where
position
Boston,
; lets are much more mild and gentle in
as conductor on the Grove Hall division
and when the proper dose
of the Boston Elevated Railway Com- their effect,
is taken their action is so natural that
cars.
surface
of
system
pany's
one can hardly realize it is the effect of
a medicine.
Try a 25 cent bottle of
A RUNAWAY BICYCLE,
them. For sale by Shartleff à Co.,
Terminated with an ugly cut on the ; South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
leg of J. B. Orner, Franklin Grove, III. I Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
It developed a stubborn ulcer unyielding

jv

%&£ SB

sted, Le Roy. Ν. Y·

walkingçaey.

growing Νalls,
8.

Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,
Norway.

il

Ε. H. PIKE,
West Paris, Me.

For Sale.
good young

A number of

cows,

!

lier
lier

on

my Account

as

1 ehall not pay any bills of

contracting.
Parle, Nor. 4th, 1904. WINFIELD P. ESTES.

8.01».

Olmsted,

Lo

8.*?^£)r€B

^

^e£ul&ene, m!
^
Don't

Roy. Ν. Y.

accept
A"e°

In

BROOKS—The

Square,

χ»ΛΤ3Τβ

MAIN'S].

_

WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

Men's Leather
Top Rubbers,
S, 10, 12, 14 and 16 inch top.
$3.50 and $375. They are
$3.25,
$2.50, $2.75, $3.00,
A
best Rubbers made to wear over Levins or stockings.

both Duck and Pure Gum.

Prices

Pharmacist.

the

good

Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

time to

buy

them

now

and l»e

ready

for the first snow.

Yours truly,

We

want to

!

Subject

F.

JUST

what you are looking for. They
COLE'S HEATare full money's worth.
ERS cost from $3.25 to $10, and contain
mere comfort for the money than anything

They

in

sight.

J. P. Richardson,

-

Bears the

ι

THE

BARN

Red

HOWES PRINCESS

Trading Stamps

$12.00

Every Purchase

Wood Heater,

One Dollar per Gallon,
OR

Costs for

Brown

22

inch,

Costs for 25 inch,

They

price.

have

r

$15.00

*

GIVEN WITH

That has not had

steel body,

an

Cast Iron top and bottom,

Harrison Pure White Lead

Green

Large top

and

door.

prove it.

They will

Wagon Blue, Black,

and

warm

the

room

give stamps to
whether
they are
every
Green
asked for or not.

stamps or five per cent discount with every cash purchase.

cheaply.

.AND RANGES.

CARRIAGE PAINT.

one

quickly

HARDWARE, STOVES,

and Yellow,

discount.

I intend to

WILL KEEP FIRE ALL NIGHT.

Best,

equivalent

H. Trading Stamp Co.
give better goods than can be bought
with the discount value of the stamps.
Examine them and see for yourself.
The S. &

A.

SUl'BTLEFK * CO.

RECEIVED
large lot of

Especially

For Us.

You cannot find better

anywhere.

ply

ounce.

5 cents per

now.

Better

buy

a

sup-

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

SHURTLEFF&'C0.
2 Stores, | ZSSIMaine·

F. A.

MAINE.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Slea^°
The Kind You Have Always Bought

»'·

CO.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

It is the pure leaf, the best we have ever seen.
You will want some for your fall and winter cooking.

are

SOUTH PARIS,

F. VV.

Grown This Season,

Cole's Heaters.

30 years.
In Kezar Falls, Oct. 26, Mrs. Ads Floyd, aged
34 years.
In Norway, Oct. 30, Mra. Hannah P. Noble,
aged 71 years, β months.
In Norway,Oct. 29, Job E. Stlrk, aged 71 years,
2 months.
In Milton, Nov. 1, Elbrldge Buck, aged 70jears
In West Sumner, Oct. 25, Phyllis, little (laughter of Mr. and Mr·. Howard MacDonald, aged
about 11 months.
In West Sumner, Oct 27, Mrs. HerrlekO. Tuel,
aged 79 years.
In Bethel, Nov. 2, Miss Leafy Durell.
Mrs. Harriet Starblrd, ag d
In

KHÛBTLEFF A

A.

A

Herald Cooking Ranges,

L. II.
In Sumner, Oct. 29, Emma, daughter of
Heald. aged 24 years.
In Norway, Nor. 3, Harry Wight, aged about

9

say a word about

Herald Oak Stoves,

Died.

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

—

s""™t°re

A Hot

Mr. Rollln
L. Ileal·! of BuckOeld.

me

Marmot

39
•ι/^ττπιττ

IN OPERA HOUSE

Mr. L. Baron Atherton of Lewlston and
port,
Miss Grace Q. Atwood of Mlnot.
In East Waterford, Oct. 2Θ. by Rev. B. 8. Rideand Miss Alice
out, Mr. Clavton Sawln Mclutlre
Ann Stone, uoth of Waterford.
A. Clifford,
Howard
Rev.
In I'arli, Nov 3, by
N. Stetson of Sumner and Mies Elva

Let

HOULTON WOOLEN MILLS

and Hand Knit Mittens and Hose from the

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

In Fryebur*, Oct. 29, by Rev. Raman N. Stone
Mr. Walter E. Kaler of Waldoboro and Mise
H.
Mary Ε. Chcnor of North Conway, Ν.Kev.
Unman
In Harbor. Frveburg. Oct. 2f>, by
of Lvnn,
Chase
Zacharlah
William
Mr.
N. Stone,
Mae-.,and Mise Lizzie Jane Johneon of Foe-

Is the

Germantown,

same.

Married.

For the

These.^^—^

Spanish, Saxony,

COUNTRY" Yarn,

Harbor, Oct. 21, to the wife of Jesso Smith,

same

WHY

That Reliable Talmar Brand of
Knitting Yarns in

Nonh Norway, Oct., to the wife of Gilbert
Russell, a son.

only

Store.

=

YOU WANT FURS.

Full Stock of

^^-^^Have a

In

Costs

MAINE.

Knitting Yarns.
N. Dayton Bolster & Co.

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

YOUR

winter overshirts in
styles,. .25c. and 50c.

M. L.UNT
136 Main St., Norway.

L.
Telephone 18-4

a son.

PAINT

many

2

Specialty

=

We also have the "NEW

A CLOTHES
BRUSH.
BROOKS THE PHARMACIST HAS THEM IN
EXTRA GOOD VALUES
AT 15-20-25-30 CENTS.
SEE WINDOW.

Born.

is

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets are becoming a favorite for stomach troubles and constipation. For sale
by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones

have same
and paying

owner can

by proving property
charges.

QUIRE

gsc.

Ask for All·»'· Foot-Ewe, A
»
To shake into your eboce.
Cures Corns,
.Makes

I

to doctors and remedies for four years.
Then Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured. It's
just as good for Burns, Scalds, Skin
Eruptions and Piles. 25 cents at F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.'s Drug Stores, South
Paris, West Paris.

Destroy worm

with glory, the real war correspondents
Ruckfleld, Oct.,
From over SO
have been treated differently."
years.
sent
misinformation
of
amount
vast
the
out during the early months of the war,
Wanted.
it would appear that at least a part of
ravi I
the correspondents had no reliable
I.ady or gentleman of fair education to f
Salary $1,072 per
sources of information.
for a Arm of 1150,000 capital.
Address
year and expenses, paid weekly.
M. PERCIVAL, South Pari», Me
It took the Russian fleet in the North
an
Sea about fifteen minutes to sink

disappearance of the valuable ornament !
was as great a surprise and mystery to
French as to any one, for it was found
by Mrs. Floyd Taylor in the yard surrounding her home in Lang Plantation.
It will be remembered that on French's
ride with Mr. Harlow from Rangeley to
Farmington, the first stop was made at
the house of a man named Taylor in
Lang Plantation, where they were to get
a lunch, but where Harlow made his
first and only attempt to escape from
French. Mr. Harlow ran around tho
house and French after him, and in some
manner the ring must have got away
from French during the race.

sheep. "The

six

YEAR.
TO REMOVE THAT
DUST YOU WILL RE-

ThU win Intereat Mother·.

Boys'

over-

PRICES $i 50, $2.00,

THAT EXPRESSES THE
CONDITION OF YOUR
A
AFTER
CLOTHES
AT
WALK
RIDE OR
THIS TIME OF THE

way.

..50c.

bT FOSTER,

Scotch Iron,
and Floss.

Dusty !

with band for linen collar

Came into my enclosure Oct. 30, $10.00,

Collector of Taxes of the
Town of Paris.
Oct. 22d, 1904.

other liniment will heal or cure a bruise
No other affords such
so promptly.
duick relief from rheumatic pains. No
other is so valuable for deep Reated paiDS
like lame back and pains in the chest,
(live this liniment a trial and y™ *·1'
οοΐα Dy
,ιονί'Γ wish to be without it.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Nor-

and domet flannel
shirts, with soft collars or

$2.75, $3.5°· $4.00, $5.00, $6.00, $8.00,
$iS.5o. Every one a BARGAIN.
$14.00,
$15.00,
$12.50,
Special for Saturday, Nov. 12, $1.50 and $1.25 Waists for 98 cents.

Stray Sheep.

J.

THE BEST LINIMENT.
"Chamberlain's Pain Balm is consider-1
ed the best liniment on the ®arket,
write Post & Bliss, of Georgia, Λ t.

$2

AND MUFFS TO MATCH.

results.

the Bowel* »n<l

..$1.50

with

BLACK FURS, BROWN FURS,
GRAY FURS, WHITE FURS,

$21 TS or address,
Jackson, Lewis L., Capt Swan farm,
Jackson, Lewis L„ l'avne land and buildPENLEY.
A.
4 77
ings,
Maxim, Webster, house lot, Deasant St.,
NOTICE.
4 77
South I'arls,
4 77
Maxim, Webster, Reals land,
Whereas, my wife, Clarabclle K-tcn, has left
12 .'Κ
Whitman, Mrs. Kills, Merrill fui m.
my beil anil boarl without cauee on my part. I
Α. II. JACKSON,
hereby warn all persons not to harbor or truet

at^once

overshirts,

brown flan·
to wear

white collar,

for

and

$1.50

NOT COME IN AND LOOK OURS OVER?

One horse, weight
Four shotes.
eleven hundred, good single or dou<■? s ble. One good box beater. Call on
ε β a
a— »
«
Ο

Oi

g

"Our Folks" will be presented in Concert Hall Thursday evening of this
week under the auspices of the Good
Cheer of South Paris. It is a good clean burg.
In Fryeburg, Oct 2β, by Rev. Haman N. Stone,
the
play, well played, and deserves
Mr. Lyman L. Urover and Mrs. Amelia Wright,
audience.
both of Frveburg.
patronage of a large
In West Mlnot, Oct. 31, by Rev. Frederick New

hide it away where he alone would be j
able to find It on his release from cuetody. It is probable, however, that the

as

O.

ta

tan and

nel

shirts, double
$1

NOW IS THE TIME

including two new milch. One pair
£-Jf, of
kteers, fancy matched, white faces,
one and one-half years old, all handy.

ι*
—C

ο
ο

Blue,

Blue flannel

Ladies'

Be·

*

75c.

NORWAY,

1903.

si

and brown flannel
made with band for

linen collar,

overshirts,
$1

Η.

The following list of taxée on real estate of
nonresident owners In tho town of I'arls,
for the year 1903, committed to mc for collection
for mild town on the'.Till day of April, 11)03, remain unpaid; and notice 1» hereby given that If
eald taxes, I η te rot and chargea are not pre
vlously paid, so much of the real estate taxed ax Ifl
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due
therefor, Including Interest and charges, will be
sold at public auction at New Hall, South Paris,1
In said town, on the first Monday in Oeceml>er,

|

50c.

Outing

shirts,

CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
Unpaid taxée on lande .situated In the town of
IS PLEASANT TO TAKE.
I'arlo, In the County of Oxford, for the year

11)04, at nine o'clock A. M.

shirts,

Gray

shirts

All wool blue flannel

STATE OK MAINE.

The finest quality of granulated loaf
sugar is used in the manufacture of
Chamberlain's Cough Remecly, and the
roots used in its preparation give it a
flavor similar to maple syrup, making it
,,uite pleasant to take. Mr. W. L. Rod
crick, of Poolesville, Md., in speaking
this remedy says: "I have used Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with my chndren for several years and can truthfully
say it is the beet preparation of the kind
1 know of. Tlie children like to take it
tor
and it has no injurious aftereffect,
sale bv Shurtleff & Co., South Pans,
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug

and

flannel shirts,
$i and 1.50

breasted for

Sunday night

fishy taste.

jersey

styles

flannel

Jersey and
grades.

wear.

jersey

for

assortment of desira-

Light colored

su? x?

notice the

blue

gray and blue,

For 5ale.
Mr. Arthur Chapman writing from
Tufte College in 1875 with honors.
As
Durban Natal, South Africa, says:
Oxford
Grade Durham yearling bull,
Light a
The purchase of the
proof that Chamberlain's Cough HerneCompany by the Norway and Paris dy is a cure suitable for old and you g, girths 5 feet 10 inches, and grade
Street Railway Companv, and the elec- I pen you the following: A neighbor of Holstein
2-year-old steers.
tion of Mrs. Ε. H. Merrill treasurer in mine had a child just over two months
W. E. TWITCHELL,
the place of H. L. Shepherd, makes a new
South Paris, Me.
and radical change in the business enterprise.
Mrs. Joseph A. Woods has broken up
FOR KALE.
housekeeping and with her children
Mr.
I have for sale three good new
gone with her father to Kennebunk.
Woods is serving time in Paris jail.
child. This they did and brought about milch cows and one nice Jersey
G.
I.
Mrs.
and
Upon the return of Mr.
a quick relief and cured the baby.
heifer calf.
Cummings and Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cum· This remedy is for sale by Shurtleff A
CO. H. DAVIS,
and
Mr.
OxJones
mings from the St. Louis fair,
South
Drugstore,
Paris;
Co.,
Drift Rock Farm, South Paris.
Mrs. S. B. Cummings and Mr. and Mrs. ford;
Store,
Norway.
Drug
Noyes

G. H. Cullinan left home

striped

large

A

for winter

heavy
shirts, fleeced,

Made.

For sale

goods

Eztra

AND

TJrLlon.

ble

boys.

and

jersey

Made

Hand

men

Blue and gray
knit for

attended to.

■«tmuel Rloluurd·
GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

cigar.

5C.

for

shirts made in many

Ohio, attended Wesleyan University,
Wesleyan, Ohio, and graduated from

to bow the newspaper correspondents
have been treated by the belligerents in
the war in the East. We have been informed all along that the correspondents
have not been allowed to get within lese
than six or eight miles of the actual
Harlow's Diamond Ring Found.
fighting, and that their services were
The diamond ring taken by Leroy A.
rendered of so little account that they
of
Harlow
Dixfield,
French from W. G.
have given it up and come home. Yet
near
woods
the
in
him
held
when he
up
here is General Manager Stone of the
his
valuaof
him
relieved
and
Range ley
Associated Press asserting that "there
to
Mr.
returned
and
found
has
been
bles,
has been no war for many years when
Harlow.
the correspondents were afforded such
It was thought all through the hearing
facilities or shown so many courtesies at
and trial of the case that French knew
the front as during the present conflict
to
was and had managed
where the
While the

are

Winter Overshirts.

Of all headaches are caused
through defective eyes. Little
eye defects grow to big ones
if not properly and promptly

cigar.

ioc.

but the fathers and mothers of thena
tion. The entire family claim a share In
the good things which fill The Compan-

all the

1 he cause of the tire is unknowu.
There is insurance to cover the loss.

a

of New

represent

Cale°dar0f°I

[

!

The last lecture in the Epworth I.eagtu
course was given at the Methodist church
Wednesday evening by Kev. B. C. WentBefore th<
worth of Old Orchard.
lecture there was a duet by Mrs. Η. Ε
Wilson and Mrs. Smiley. Mr. Went
worth's subject was "A Trip to Califor
nta," and the material for it was obtained
w hen he went
last spring as a delegat»
to the Methodist General Conference it
I.os Angeles. The cities and placei
visited along the route, aud some of thi
features of life in California, were inter
estingly presented. Mr. Wentworth wa:
in California during what he was tol<
was
the most unpleasant part of thi
ai
year. At any rate, he brought home
unfavorable impression of the Californii
summer climate, and much prefers tha

so-called "dull scholbecause of some de*

mixty Per Oezxt.

IOFullP^lustrated

the family the

Tne coiupauy who played "Our Folks"
A. E. Stearns Banquetted.
so successfully in New Hall a few weeks
Wednesday evening at Rumfoid Falls
since under the auspices of the Good
a reception and banquet were given
Cheer, will present the same at Concert Aretas E. Stearns,
Esq., who is soon to !
Work on the sewer was finished last Hall, Norway, Thursday evening of this
leave that town to locate in the West.
week, the upper end of it now being week, Nov. 10th. It was decidedly suc- The banquet was given by the lawyers,
nearly in front of the brick school house. cessful here and Norway people ought
physicians and other leading citizens,
Two large catch basins, built >f brick all to go and see it.
aud was served at Hotel Rumford.
have
and cement and properly trapped,
Election returns will be furnished Between ninety and one hundred sat
iK'en placed in the gutter on the east
night by the telephouecompany down at 0 o'clock, and remained at the
Tuesday
the
uear
one
side of the street,
upper
The banquet was folat the public station at Shurtleff's. tables until 12.
other
and
the
mill
side of Billings'
yard,
to the public, and lowed by interesting though informal
house. The New Hall will be open
in front of the Hersey
Hon.
with
exercises,
the returns will be given there as fast as post-prandial
selectmen have lixed the fee for entering
received. A small admission fee will be George D. Bisbee as toastmaster.
the sewer at $i"».0l). Each of the abutMr. Stearns settled in Kumford early
to meu to pay the evening's exters along the line of the sewer as far as charged
in the history of the village of Rumford
laid has had a Τ put in, and it is prob- penses.
Falls, and has been identified with the
able that the Hersey house and all the
There was a business meeting of the
movements for the growth and !
leading
street
the
buildings on the west side of
Young People's Uuion of the Universalist betterment of the place eince his resiother
a
and
The
will soon be connected.
church last Wednesday eveuing,
dence there. He has been prominent in
houses on the east side of the street al- special meeting at the close of the
social and in business affairs, he having
back
when
sewers
have
running
service Sunday evening,
provision made himself a place among the foreready
private
to the river.
was made for an increase of interest and
most lawyers in Oxford County, which
work on the part of the members of the
he being a native of
The November supper of the Uni- Union. The work of the post office mis- Is his native county,
He has held responsible posiversalis! Good Cheer Society was held sion of the Union was explained Sunday Lovell.
tions on various committees identified
Tuesday evening. A good number sat evening.
with the progress of the town in various I
down to a bountiful and excellent supNew
No.
Brook
the
181,
s
Engof
Stonv
Though a young man, he has
Lodge,
ways.
"Order
the
o'clock
per. At
of success
(•olden Goose" held its meeting and laud Order of Protection, at their regu- achieved a remarkable degree
The lar meeting Nov. !>, will entertain Lake- in his profession and in business.
on the
intiated

games followed.

a

so

Don't negfeet of the eyes.
lect the eyes of your children.

business formerly conducted by Walter
Cullinan.
It is understood that George A. KenerAnnouncement, deson, who occupies a store on Bridge
Street, has leased the meat market on scribing the principal features of Thk
the corner of Main and Bridge Streets Companion's new volume for lUw, win
and will move his stock of goods into it U>e sent to any address free.
The new subscriber for 1905 will re
as soon as the necessary repairs can be
ceive all the issues of The Companion
made.
Miss Addie Shattuck is visiting with for the remaining weeks of 1904 free
her people in Canton, Mass., for a few from the time of subscription, also The
Companion "Carnations"
dave.
Rev. S. G. Davis of Deeringhas accept- 1905, lithographed in twelve colors and
ed the call from the Norway Universalist gold.
He
The Youth's Companion,
church and will move here at once.
Boston, Mass.
has occupied the pulpit here several 144 Berkeley Street,
weeks and has made a most favorable
FROM SOUTH AFRICA.
impression as being an earnest and able
Mass.,
At
Shelburne Falls,
man.
Cooperstown, N. J., Norwich, Conn., NEW WAY of USING CH AMUEBI.AIN'S
Waterville and Deering he has been very
couoh remedy.
successful. He was born at Columbus,

for her health.
Mrs. Hannnah Noble, widow of Aaron
homo is destroyed.
C. Noble, died at her home on lower
When a quarrel arises in a church the Main Street Sunday forenoon, at the age
usefulness of that church is ended. The of 71. The last twenty-one years she has
Christ departs, taking the light with
passed in total blindness. Her husband
Him. The grange is not exempt from died some
years since, and her daughter,
the same visitations. The devil of dis- Mrs. Jennie C. Cook, has given her the
cord can enter without the pass-word, best of care since. With the exception
without the signal at the gates, and of about two years spent in Florida she
when he enters—Good-by, Grange!
has always lived in Norway, where she
John.
has been highly rcspected by all. Her
sister, Mrs. David L. Brett of Otisfleld,
Fire at Hebron.
and brother, David A. Gorham of Bethel,
survive her. The funeral eervices were
S. Rideout, of whose
BLAZE IN HARROWS LODGE IB SUBDUED j held by Rev. B.
church Mrs. Noble was a member, on
IN A SHORT TIME.
Tuesday afternoon.
V. E. Dunn went to the Maine Eye and
Fire broke out at about 11 o'clock Ear Infirmary the first of the week for
Tuesday night in Barrows Lodge, the treatment. Tlis eyesight is very poor
new boys' dormitory at Hebryn Acad- and does not improve.
emy, and quite a blaze was going before I
Mr. and Mrs. John Walker have reit was got uuder control.
turned to their Norway home with their
were
The boys of the fire department
daughter, Mrs. F. D. Hosmer, Paris
hotel
on hand and ready for business and in I
Street, for the winter. During the
a very short time hail a stream upon the season
they have been employed at the
building which, as is usually the case, Poland Spring House during the past
did more damage than the tire itself thirteen years.
completely Hooding the end of the house
A brick walk is being built on Marston
However Street
to which the fire was confined.
by Arthur Hebbard along the side
I
had
it is a fact beyond all question that
of hie lot.
it not been for the fire lighting appaJohn M. Cummings has sold his him
ratus with which the school is equipped, House stable and the stable property in
Hebron Academy would at this moment thç rear of J. O. Crooker's etore to Mr.
have a heap of ashes in place of Barrows Crooker, who will use the same for storwith his
Lodge.
age of goods and in connection
There are in the building 28 boys'1 store.
rooming and Prof. Thomas and wife have
Sophia Tufts went to the Central Maine
a suite of rooms on the second door.
General Hospital, Lewiston, on Tuesday.
The fire broke out in the bath room on ! Mina Jewett accompanied her.
the third floor in the east end of the
Capt. John W. Nash is on a business
h^use and burned a large hole in the trip to Toronto and Muskoka region and
roof over this end. The rooms in the other places.
other end of the building were unharmed
The new boilers arrived for the electric
new
either by tire or water, the only damage
light plant the first of the week. A with
which
the
furniture
to
to them being
boiler Ικηιββ will be constructed
Prof. Thomas' steel roof.
was got out in a hurrv.
rooms wore completely flooded by the
The Rice Stock Company at the Opera
water from the two inch hose which House this week have had good houses
Barwas taken in through his window.
week. The several entertain-

ering aud bitterness

.1 II. Stuart returned about ten days
The concert at the Methodist church
sin<e from a hunting trip in the heart of
postponed to Monday, Nov. 21st.
the Maine woods in the northern part of Mrs. Minnie L. Gove, the dramatic and
He brought a humorous reader of Auburn, Miss
l':> ttaquis County.
hands·.me big buck and the skin of a Lillian V. Bearce of Auburn, soloist,
hear which was estimated to weigh from aud the Schubert Quartette of i'aris will
to :;.V> pounds.
render a tine programme.

various experiences entertaining
the others if not to him. A number
good local hits enlivened the proceedings. The performance was about half
an hour in length—neither too long nor
too short—and while naturally absurd
was very eutcrtaining and kept the audience in a laugh. A sociable witL

ar" is

A; JjJJJg

for]

through

Many

enter-

Senior

to-1

to
of

usee

tainment aa a means rather tban an end,
conveying always in its fiction and its
articles some convincing truth
contribution to the useful knowledge ol
its readers.
The 225 men and women enlisted u>
an
write for Thk Companion
infinite variety of talents and

O, yes! About that new hall. 'Tie a for St. Louie. They will be gone
The Belfast boys have been "hooting
Stray Heifer.
good one—substantial, well planned, and about ten days or two weeks.
great numbers of sea fowl this fall.
whose
All members of the Good Cheer
We fancy
beautiful as to situation.
absence
Smith's
D.
H.
into
Cashier
Came
l"
During
are not regarded as Part'cl
>
my enclosure Oct. 8
last name begins with the letters from that the energy and the enthusiasm of with his wife in Boston with his sun aud They
valuable for culinary purposes, and tlie Owi.er may have same by proving
N* to 7. are asked to meet with Mrs. the members were not exhausted in the
Long Plains, Mass., with his daughter, Belfast Journal recalls a receipt once property and paying charges.
Wm. Russell Tuesday arternoon of this building of their hall, but there remains Anna L. Milliken of Pittsfield will act as
cooking them: First remove
A. C. THURLOW,
week at 2 o'clock.
use.
We
future
for
stored
up
aplenty
assistant to Miss Pike at the National the oil bag then parboil them 24 hours,
of
them
a
season
for
South Paris.
long
prosBank.
Kev. A. S. Ladd will preach in the | bespeak
24 hours-then throw them
thenbake
if they live up to the principles of |
Mrs. Walter E. Barker, who has been away
Methodist vestry Tuesday evening and perity
The editor says he recently
love one auother, -bear and in
On the grange,
charge of the Cummings boarding heard additional directions
hold
the quarterly conference.
forbear, and hold sacred the rights of I
veaï"of the Beal's House, man who was taking some of tlie birds Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Kally Day lût» attended Sunday School, each and all, and give the olive branch house in the her
[ and who sold
goods at auction Satur- home was told that if ho wiggled his
au«l 40 were at general class on Friday
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
of peace a prominent place in the counwill spend the winter in California toes when he was eating he would uot
day,
evening.
When
bickcil chambers of the heart.

famiTy

>

grand good time has come
again, or more correctly speaking,

And now a

production.

we
shall
Only a few hours before
From the
k h·' w whether to rejoice with those who
seventy sophomores of
those who weep.
Bates College in »he preliminary prize
rejoice, or weep with
declamation contest, Miss Marguerite
Prentiss T. Ripley and wife of l'amClifford is oue of the twelve selected to
brulge, Mass.. have been visiting the
participate in the final contest on
of ('liarles II. Thayer and other
morrow.
relatives in Paris for a few days.
According to the records kept
rtere are indications that immediatehirty-three years by the weather bureau,
ly titer election quite a lively campaign
there has in that time been but one
will begin for the position of postmaster
October—that of 1888—colder than the
at South Paris for the next term.
It is easy to believe
one just finished.
Regular meeting of Mizpah Assembly, the statement.

The S»uth Paris Board of Trade held
its regular meeting Tuesday evening at
assessors' othce, with a good attendtl
ance.
The names of S. F. Davis, J. H.
Brooks. F. E. Barrow·, Charles H. Howard. A. E. Morse, Alton C. Wheeler, Dr.
J. <; Littletield anil Percy M. Walker
were presented, and all were elected to
membership. The rest of the meeting
was devoted to an informal but earnest
discussion of topics of interest, chiefly
on the light question.

QBANOK.

Great in duality. THE DULL SCHOLAR.

and Enter-

The Youth's Companion

Presidential election Tuesday.
The November session of the Municipal Court was held by Judge Davis on
Tuesday. Some new business and a few
of the old cases settled.
Mrs. Joseph M. Odiorne of Richmond
visited her sister, Mrs. E. F. Smith, during the week.
R. D. Gould has moved his fixtures
from the Bennett store on the corner ol
Main and Bridge Streets. Owing to his
health he will not continue the meat

DEDICATION OF THE

MOUNTAIN

and wife are in Bos

day.

Sunday ool;

ATTENDS THE

NEW HALL OF

Mr. Wallace Clifford of Bates College
at home with his parents over Sun-

(dally, Sunda;
Sunday onf

a.
ι,,.Όί (own tewt)SM
a. m.. 3 »F. m.
in. u lel).;v;W

I UK

I The Companion Informs

NORWAY.

John's Letter.

was

PARIS

SOL'TH

LKAVK

TRAINS

open at 8 o'clock and clow

Charles β. Andrews and wife are visit

SOUTH PARIS.
liBASU

polls

p.

A.

HHURTLEPF A CO.

An OLD Saw
May

Be

TRUE,

A NEW Saw
May Be GOOD,
AN

ATKINS SAW
Or ANY kind, is BOTH

GOOD and TRUE.

This will be guaranteed
AT MY STORE.

Buy one and enjoy
sawing wood.

F.

A.

SIII'BTLEFF A CO.

GALVANIZED

Wash Tubs

WILL WEAR.
Good, Solid, Convenient
and Will Not Shrink.

WRINGERS !
For tub

or

bench and

BOILER that will last

«

WASH

a

lifetime.

Try One

And See.

WM. C. LEAVITT WM. C. LEAVITT
m C. LEAVITT WM. t, LEAVITT WM. C. LEAVITT
MAINE.
NORWAY, MAINE.
MAINE.
I

NORWAY, MAINE.

I

NORWAY,

NORWAY, MAINE.

A

1

\

NORWAY,

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

TORTURING PAIN.

to cloee out odd

loQclted. Addreu: Editor Homuuu
Column, Oxford Democrat, Put·. Mala».
U

Half This Man's Sufferings WouM
Have ICIled Many a Person,
But Ooan's Cured Him.

—

Carpets

Wool

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.
Dorreepondenoe on topic· of Interest to the ladle

Thanksgiving Dinner.
The Thanksgiving menu should be
Ho. 324.—Added Letter·.
planned upon lines wholly devoid of os1. Add Κ tu a pronoun and have a tentation or over-display.
The olden<roodeu tub. 2. Add F to a preposi- time spirit of hearty hospitality should
tion and have au organ of a fish. 3. prevail in all its traditional features.
The viands should be perfect in quality
Add Y to a tense of the verb to be
and the cookery faultless, whether of
and have a tropical plant and its
sirapb or elaborate character.
edible root. 4. Add Γ to a noun meanThe turkey
being the piece de reing rank or file and have a bird.
sistance, calls for special consideration
and interest. The larger the turkey the
Ho. sas.—Hidden Heme.
greater the economy, provided, of course,
it be of good quality and flavor. A turkey over the average weight always sells
at a lower rate per pound than à smaller
one; and in addition to the advantageous
quantity of meat which goes with a turkey of good size, who objects to a repetition of cold turkey, and "left over"
possibilities such as croquettes, patties,
an inviting salad, dainty
sandwiches,
creamed or hashed turkey on toast, etc.,
etc.? Indeed, when all else seems exhausted, a satisfying, enjoyable soup
The

Thousands of grateful people are tell·
Pille
tog every day how Doan's Kidney
cured them of distressing and dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.
Yet other thousands are suffering every
day from these same ills. Why? They

patterns and clean

either wry negligent or very skeptiNeglei-t of kiduey disorders leads to
dropey, diabetes, Bright'» disease and
are

up stock-

cal.

other fatal diseases.
Sincere, honest testimony like the following should convince every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague. stock dealer, of Normal,
III., writes: "For two whole years 1

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

doing nothing but buying medicines

was

to cure my kidI do
ney s.
not think that

MAINE.

NORWAY,

any

EXPERIENCE

hack

Patents
» »

ever

suffered as I
did and lived.
The pain in my

BO YEARS*

Anron·» <ι·»ηι!|η,(
quickly ascertain

man

J

was

RED

I

could not sleep
atnight. I

A feminine name.
—New York Tribune.

could not ride
A. c. spraoue.
unable even
a horse and sometimes wn
to ride in a car. My coudtltou was critical when I sent for Doan's Kiduey I'ills.
I used three boxes and they cured me.
Now I can go anywhere and do as much
I sleep well and feel no disaa

De SIGNS
Copyrights Ac.

a nketch and description m<
our opinion free whether au

lliitnilnn μ pmttnMr pa:e:ital>l<». Communie».
lioMMrtctlycorilkicutlal. Handbook un ('.venu

SSfl—Procreulve Enigma.
That 1-2-3 4-5-H uie to the boiling
candy, aud we 1-2-3-4-5-6 out the hot
Ho.

sirup.

anybody.

sent frno. UWi-il iurenry f<»r securing patents.
Patents taken thr ucli Mann A IV. receive
qxcuti η ίκ·», without charwo. la the

32T.—Mathematical Paule.
A man purchased goods from a pedTo
dler to the amount of 34 cents.
dollar
pay for them he hud only a one
bill, a three cent piece und a two cent
piece. The peddler had only a silver
A
half dollar und a silver quarter.
neighbor wished to assist them, but he
Ho.

all."
A FREE TIUAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

comfort

Scientific American.

I «reset ctrw
\ h.knd* mely illustrated weekly,
Term·.$3 a
pri«nunv Journal·
any wienttflc
culailon of anv
newsdealers.
all
SolJ
Sold
by
^
niontbs.
91·
II.
«ι.
months,
·-———r
mum
us,
xour
ioti»·
:
fear:
year
—>

SCo.36,B",»h*'llewM
SUNN
Branch Offlce. 626 F St, Waihtngton. ftC,

at

had only two dimes, a nickel, a two
piece and a penny. After some
consideration, however, the change
LIow was it
made correctly.
was

DeWitt
Winchester,

W. H.

DeWitt Is th· name to look for when
you to to bur Witch Hat«i Salve.
DeWitt's Wtch Hue) Sal*· Is th·
orignal and only termine. In tact
DeWitt'·!» th· only Witch Haz«l Salve
that la mad· from Us unadulterated

A

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ordered, with broad, full breast.

so

that

bad

may be made from the frame and small
remnants of meat and stuffing.
A young, plump hen turkey should be

cent

done?

Λ

Ho. a**.—Transformation».
The middle letter changing here
Will make these transformations clear.

Witch-Hazel

1. Ά lazy man becomes a ttsh:
2. A boat an emblem, if you wish.
3. Twelve dozen you will tlnd ere long
fresh and
meadow growth so
A
strong;
4. And I h Us saltpeter all can see
Becomes ι» flowing river free.
6. The sandy shore will make a Feat;
t>. A leader's stuff Is changed to meat.

Imi-

Ail other· are eourterfeits—base
tation·. cheap and worthless —even
danterous. DeWitt's Witch HatelSahr·
Is · specific for Pile·; Blind. Bleeding.
Itching and Protnjdinf Piles. Also Cuts.
Bums. Bruises, Sprains. Lacérations,
Contusions. Boll·. Carbuncles. Ecsema,
Tetter. Sa/t Rheum, and all other Skin

î. A Kcrm becomes a sieepie high;
8. A company a little pie.
9. Aud ικ,-xt. iu place of warmth or zeal.
You'll Und metallic plates o'i steel.

Dis

SALVE

Ho. 3!ii).-Ulnmoud.
3.
2. A girl's name.
A letter.
Austere. 4. A great country. 5. A son
U. A playing card. 7. A
or daughter.

L

PBIPABXD sr

E.C. DeWitt 4 Co., Chicago

letter.

Sold

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

1904

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,

by F. A. Shunleff Jt Co.

Maine
—

Catalogues sent on application.

A

330.—Interlacing Zigma'T.
Each word contains live letters.
When rightly guessed aud written one
Ho.

1905
—

Directory
OF TUE

488

towxu· and

—

SO oitlcx

Ι2ΧΓ MAxnrxi.
(At the Price of a Stogie City Directory)

A

History

Progressive
OF

THE

STATE OF MAINE.
PRICE, POSTPAID |Sl.OO.

good

GRENVILLEM. DONHAM

Α Γ Ε S II G-A kind of fruit
Ρ Ι* S L Ε A—A kliul of fruit
H 1' S Ε A- A kind of fruit.

Pulallelior,
teo

EDUCATION

BUSINESS

haa made thousands of young

}>eople

SPCCBSaFÛL·}

"What Is the secret of success?" askCONSTANTLY IN STOCK FOR SALE.
New Hampshire and Vermont Registers (paper),
B<x k.

ed the sphinx.
"Push," said the button.
"Never be led," said the pencil.
"Take pains." said the window.
"Always keep cool," said the lee.
"Be up to dale." said the calendar.
"Never lose your head," said the

enlarged edition,

New

Why belong to the latter claae when a few
study will place you In the former? Our
catalogue may aid } ou 1% deciding. Write for It.

J. WALDO

month·.'

SHAW,

Secret of Suiocm.

ta.oo.
England Directory, price #7.50.

F AIXjURBS

F. L.

Congress St., opp. City Building,
PORTLAND .MAIXE.

25 cents each.
MitxaachueetU Year

the lack of It hue made many more,

Pres.

NASH,

barrel.
"Make
Are.

Licensed Taxidermist,

Ike hmmm Mi· plllfc

LEADS THE WORLD

Dr V. C. PtucK, of Chicago, is the acknowledged leader of the world in the manufacDr. 1'rice's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavorture of pure food products.
ing Extracts, used in millions of homes, have stood the test for purity and excellence
fur nearly half a century. His recent production,

DR. PRICE'S
FOOD
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

rapidly gaining

reputation

being

the most nutritious, wholesome and best
preparation un their line. The name of "DK. PRICE" on any food product is a
guarantee of its being perfect in structure and quality.
a

for

Palatable-Nutritious Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat
Φ
J(y «t'Tfei.'ur»
(fy.
ο»

ttrry

pacJtaii*.

0>

Or. Prie*, the creator of Dr. Price

s

Cream

s

TQ.v//L«AA'·

» PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY. Chicago, III.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Fot Price and Particulars address,

sr.

.SdC.

(ooking-Ranges

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE Of

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the diffi*
culty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined back end heatsaving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Grate, which make· a better fire
saves

fuel ;

of

blacking;

A

RICH

DELICIOUS

SEPARATE

DRESSING

OK

PARTICLES.

finely a large loaf of dry, stale
bread, discarding the cruet entirely, and
Grate

usine only the inside portion.

Ad<l a

which save half the trouble

Together with

the Simmering Cover, extra large Ash Pan, etc.,el·,
U then i* m agemt la your towa wo will see* a
"Crawford" oa 30 day' trim!.

MUER A HUIT MHL CO., 31-35 (Mi Stmt,

TURKEY

GRAVY.

—

Skimmed

Κ

Τ

S

L

Ρ

W

Τ

Κ

Ε

some

Jim and some to

of it to Tiny and to
Southpaw and some

Powder.

on sea

THE TRUE "L F," MEDICINE ACT8 GENTLY BUT
PROMPTLY AND SURE'.Y, ANO LEAVES ONLY
6000 EFFECTS IN ITS WAKE

Portland Division.

J.

Snide Lights on History.
The apple had just bit Newton on tbe
head.
"Now that I've discovered gravity,"
he said, "I think I'll go and get a job
writing tbe funny column."
wiser than be knew.

....

as

{

for the fair for tbe Bears' Orphan
Rut his little
home next week."
tongue found its way to the Jar again.
When they reached the mllepost, uear
home, his grandpa said. "Bruin, you
better let me carry that Jar; you seem
to he losing the honey out of it."
"Oh. no, grandpa," said he, "only
une mile more and then I'll give some
to that lame bear next door." But that

Ο

&CZSmÛU(*»

Worms .Convulsions .Feveri shness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature oP
NEW YORK.
Alb nioiilhs old

DltSiS

Jj

difficult," said Gesler.
"No," responded Tell; "it was a snap

shot."

Executing a Swiss movement, he hiked
for the Alps.—Chicago Journal.

j

i know?—ritts'oure Dispatch.

Do you

Exploit·.
of ruts lo th·
ball
on
bet
"I've got a
game."
to-day's
room of m.v stable," writes a
I
storage
win?"
see
to
"Who do you want
I citizen of Johannesburg, South Africa,
"I don't care."
!
In getting
"I thought you eaid you had a bet on "anil we had great difficulty
at them. They were why of nil traps
the game."
"I have, but I can't lose."
nul did a tremendous lot of damage at
"flow's that?"
night, lying quiet all day. At length I
"Why, I bet a kiss with my best put In the room a square tin lined box
girl."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
about two feet deep and In It placed
immediThe mother of tbe expert accountant lome burned cheese. The rata
little knew that she was nursing an adder ately got interested In the cheese,
L/>m knnnof
climbed up the outside of the box und,
having got inside, could not ascend the
A HEAVY LOAD.
xlipirery tin lining. In this way. we
stomach
To lift that load off of the
killed η great many.
take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It digests
"One morning my children took a
what you eat. Sour etomach, belching,
which was a very good ratter, and
cat,
of
the
disorders
all
and
gas on stomach
where there was
stomach that are curable, are instantly placed it in the box,
relieved and permanently cured by the already a good sized rut. The cat, lnS. P. stead of tackling the rat, appeared to
use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Storrs, a druggist at 297 Main Street, make friends with it They put their
"Kodol noses together and frisked around, but
says:
New Britain, Conn.,
Dyspepsia Cure is giving such universal no harm was done, and eventually the
satisfaction and is so surely becoming cat
Jumped out, refusing to tackle the
the positive relief and subsequent cure
rat.
for this distressing ailment, I feel that I
"The children then put In a keen
am always sure to satisfy and gratify
it to dachshund, which immediately snapmy customers by recommending
them. I write this to show how well ped at the rat und missed it The rat
the remedy is spoken of here." Kodol run around the box two or three times,
Dyspepsia Cure was discovered after
dodging cleverly, and eventually, by
and will
years of scientific experiments
climbing on the dog's back, adroitly
positively cure all stomach troubles. Jumped out of the box and escaped."
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Couldn't Lose.

A Hand Hat'·

"There

were

a

lut

is to go away to school
She Willed It.
"Yes,
Hie father will go next week to
soon.
Once there was a young bride who
take the entrance examinations."
believed In Will Power. "If I will a
"His father?1'
thing I know it will Come About," she
select
"Yes; the school is a very
used to say. This young woman loved
school, you know, and no boy is admitmuch and was loath
ted uulees his father is worth at least her husband ver}'
One
to have him out of her sight
fifteen millions."
evening he had to Meet a Man downIT.
PRAISE
MOTHERS
town, and she was left Alone. While
Mothers everywhere praise One Minute sitting In the parlor she began to wish
rehas
Cough Cure for the sufferings it
that lier husband would Come Back.
lieved and the lives of their little ones it
"I know
an idea Struck lier.
Suddenly
for
cure
coughs, what I'll
has saved. A certain
do," she said to herself. "I'll
A.
L.
croup and whooping cough.
Will that he Come Home. That will

.~Jt worm remedy made. It has
been In use since INSl.ls purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. Where
no worms are present it acts asa Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy In all the cflmmon complaints
of children. Price 35 cts. Asie your
druggist tor it.
I»r. J. F. TBUK Ai CO., Awbara. Me.
Special ireatmcutf.irTape Warm», t'rw Γ»πΐ|·Μ

terrible attack of

croup.

One Minute

Cough Cure quickly relieved and cured

him." So she did. The young
After Ave
Willed and Willed.
minutes of Willing she Heard a Step
Next she heard it on the
on the Walk.
Porch. "I knew it would Bring him,"
she said, and then she flew to the
Door and kissed the Approaching Man
squarely in the Mouth. Imagine her
chagriu, upon releasing him, to hear

^ASTORIA

MS

TM· OfNTAUM «OMMNV. NCW TO*« CITY.

Hi

ATTENTION FARMERS!

ELIXIR

t.»

The Oxford Democrat
ΑΜΠ

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR

A. W. Walker & Son,:

FOR
oo<

Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT

0000^Οζ^ΟΟΟ<Κ>Ο<<ίΟ<*ΟΟΧίύΟΆΧ(ΟΟ£ίΛΟΟΟΰΟΟΟΰΟ

la

sure

Wide=Awake
who is interested iu tho news
Paris and Oxford County should
subscribe for a

to

give

Good Local

Ely's Cream Balm[

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, ami all
to

;0LP"»HEAD

protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses ot
Taste and Smell. Full Size, 00 ccnU, at I'ru#glste or by mall. Trial size 10 cent*, by mall.
ELY BROTHERS. Btf Warren Street, New York.

items of interest to himsolf and

family.

The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Me.,

admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
in
a welcome visitor
every
will

Picture Frames

household.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings stJ.

in

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
E. W.

profits from the farm, and
special matter for every
ber of his family.

with

mem-

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
all

will post you every week on
of
important agricultural topics

the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

er

One Year For

us

the

$1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY
ooooGCfcQacKeaacœc&ïc^^

%

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Parte,

A
Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
address below The Oxford
you will please sent! to the
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

securing

and improvements
invaluable ;ii<i in
the largest possible
an

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=

Portrait Work

and Oil

methods

which are

Any person sending

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

NEEDS

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

Weekly Newspaper

Gives Relief at once.
It cleanses, soothes
and heals tho diseased
It cures
membrane.
and
drives
catarrh
a cold In the
away
It !e 4
head qt'lckly.
absorbed. Ileal· andwl

High G'ade

Farmer

of

Sali«faction

&

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

Farmer

this

Κ Ε ΤΙ Ε D V

our son

Spafford, Postmaster, of Chester, Mich.,
says: "Our little girl was unconscious bring
from strangulation during a sudden and bride

I

EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.

"Yea," said Mother Bear, "can't have

your cake and eat it too."
Wonder what she meant.

jj(

γ

Hundreds of children iind adults have
worms, hut are treated furullierdimaees.
The symptoms ore:—Indigestion. with a
vurlableappetlte; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full l»*lly with occasional griplngsaml pains about the navel;
eyes heavy and dull ; itching of the nose;
short, dry cough : grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
qpen in children, convulsions.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Aperfect Remedy forConsIipa-

Γιοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

—

bis son's head.
"That was very

*

AdttSmA/

LISCOMB, Agent,
Franklin V* harf,
Portland, Me.

F.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish
Slie or Style at

DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
reasonable prlcee.

Also Window ά Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inulde or
I'lne I.uni
>uUlde work, send In your orders
*'cr and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hani Wood K'.oor Boards for sale.

horseradish, one saltspoon of ealt one- lungs.
him say, "That's Very Nice, ma'am,
half teaspoonful of paprika, one tea
E. W. CUll\DliEK,
L
Ο
|>
Explained. "Henry," said Mrs. Quiz- but is Miss Bridget in?" She had kissof tomato catchup, one, tableMil, β
epoonful
Moral: Wi»m Rnmnn
of some foreign- ed the Hired Girl's Fiance.
account
No. 322.—Primal Acrostic: Tennis. L
an
"here's
zen,
one-half
juice,
spoonful of lemon
a running fight with the po- The mind is Strong, but the eyesight
ers
Ten. 2. Eleven. 3. Nine. 4. Nine. 5.
having
eauce.
teaspoonful of tabasco
lice. Now what is a running fight?" is frequently More Reliable.—Kunsas
It. tf. Seven.
CRANBERRY SAUCE.
"A running fight," explained Mr. QulzDouble Beheadings: MaNo. 823.
City Times.
water
one quart of zem, "is Russian war strategy."
in
cold
well
Wash
dam. Tr-eat La-tln. Float.
cranberries and put down in a porcelainTatar and Tartar.
Nasal Catarrh quickly yielde to treatlined kettle with a scant pint of cold
A GOOD COMPLEXION.
water and let boil till soft, then add a ment by Ely's Cream Balm which is
"Tartar" is a word which gives an
aud
recheeks
is
received
It
"Sparkling eyes
rosy
pound of granulated sugar. Stir until agreeably aromatic.
Illustration of etymology gone astray.
stored by using DeWitt's Little Early the
sugar is dissolved, then strain, and through the nostrils, cleanses and heals The name "Tatar" (as it Is correctly
Risers," so writes S. P. Moore, of Na- pour into the serving dieb to cool or into the whole surface over which it diffuses
stock of new
from a TuruI have a
Catarrh spelled) is really derived
cogdoches, Tex. A certain cure for small fancy individual molds.
itself. A remedy for Nasal
"to stretch," and
Small
biliousness, constipation, etc.
and have
which is drying or exciting to the dis· nlan root meaniug
and
"to pitch Pianos
BAKED RANANAS.
pill—easy to take—easy to act. Sold by
ceased membrane should not be used. hence "to draw the bow" or
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
tents." But when the hordes of Tatars some nice trades in second
Very delicious with poultry. Cut the Cream Balm is recognized asora specific.
by mail. burst upon eastern Europe from the
Put Price 50 cents at druggists
bananas into halves lengthwise
Pessimist—You into
The joy of escape.
disap- Aslntlc steppes in the thirteenth cen- hand instruments.
baking dish, sprinkle lightly with A cold in the head immediately
haven't had all that you wanted in life,
Balm is used. Ely
sugar, squeeze a little lemon juice on pears when Cream
tury the minds of studeuts turned to
have you?
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
each slice and bake in a hot oven for Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. the ninth chapter of Revelation. The
almost new,
Optimist—No; but I haven't had all about fifteen minutes.
case, Pease piano, 7i octave,
was interpreted as a fulinvasion
Tatar
that I didn't want either.
Pious Horror. Mother—What horrid
forg 185.
the
of
the
openof
fillment
SALTED ALMONDB.
prediction
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
expressions you do pick up, Charles!
ing of the bottomless pit. A contempoDayton, Ohio, Mr·. Mary Simpson—
Son—But, ma, I only said "darn."
for $900, worth 1250.
Put the almonds when shelled into a
new,
"Everything disagreed with me and deep bowl and cover with boiling water
rary chronicler writes of "this 'detestMother—But you meant "damn."
second hand Ivers <& Pond piano,
One
baby until I used Hollister's Rocky until the skins maybe removed easily.
Son—Oh, ma, how did you know? Did able satanic people issuing forth like walnut case, for I'iSO, worth $300.
Mountain Tea. Now baby sleeps and
so
little
a
Tartarus,
was
from
when
loose
let
learn
demons
or
girl?
you
Put to dry well on a large napkin
you
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum
grows like a weed." 35 cents. Tea or towel.
that they are iitly named Tartarl."
Spread out separately on a large
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
tablet form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtto
let
stand
root
and
*urfcherand
took
Thus the misconception
dry
platter
leff Λ Co.
Important to Moth·!1·.
great trade.
harden over night. Then put into a
Ifr—carefully
every bottle of OASTOBIA,
of
to
each
almonds
and
b^wl
One second band Estey organ-at South
quart
Wife (at supper)—What a disagreeable deep
Clear Description.
Hfi and rare remedy for lnfante sod children,
allow two tablespoonful· of good olive a
Paris, almost new, for •55.
old gossip Mrs. Naggsby is!
Μβ that It
and
not
did
recognize
Detective—So
you
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
Husband—So! Have you seen her oil. Mix together well and sift in three
level tableepoonfuls of fine salt. Stir
your assallunt, professor? You do not stops, in nice condition, for $45.
Bears the
lately?
Put the almonds
remember ever having seen him preWife—Yes, I spent the entire after- around thoroughly.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
Signature of
in broad, shallow pans or ple-plates in a
viously? Professor·—No; but it will be octave, walnut case, never bceu hurt,
noon at her bouse.
80
Tears.
For
Over
bot-but not too hot-oveu. Shake the b Use
the easiest thing in the world for you t hat cosl #125, for $05.
The Kind Tea Hare Always Boofht.
"I was troubled with oonstipation and pans once in a white so that the almonds
to find him. His resemblance to King
One second hand square piano, a nice
browned.
When
stomach troubles, lost flesh, my com- may become evenly
Araenhotep III. of the eighteenth one, for $115, worth $140.
brown paper to
plexion was ruined; Hollister's Rocky done, turn out on soft
starIs
startling—positively
"Well, well!" exclaimed the old man, dynasty
Mountain Tea brought back my health absorb the oil. Peanuta may be preSEND FOR CATALOGUES.
real good. tling.
"Mandy'e learnln' to play
and complexion."—Mary
Allen, St. pared in the same way.—New Idea.
some sense in that there
there's
Now,
Louis. 35 cents. Orin Stevens; P. Δ.
Urcd.
she's playin'."
Costumes for utility are made on piece
Shurtleff * Co.
"That ain't Mandy," replied hie wife;
First Citizen— If you were by yourlines with tailor finish.
simple
BOXTIVO· BLOCK,
the
"it's the man tuning
piano.'1
He (at the reception;—Neurich doesn't
self I'd hit you. Second Citizen—Well,
"Unir»*
behave as if he belonged to the beat soPurk
ain't I by myself? First Citizen—Ain't
In walking suits, skirts still continue
THOUSANDS CURÏD.
ciety, does be?
to escape the ground, and with these are
I with you?—Glasgow Evening Times.
DeWitt'i Witoh Hazel Salve has cured
She—No, indeed. He behaves as if worn half-length coats, fitted or semi·
he imagined the best society belonged Itted.
thousands of oasee of Piles. "I bought
HAY FOR SALE.
Courlln*.
to him.
s box of DeWltt's Witch Hani Salve on
stock
He—He that courts and runs away
Eight or ten tone of good
The latest garment for out-of-door the recommendation of our druggist," so
'Taint no use to sit down and whine,
another day. She—
to
court
will
live
of
sale.
H.
Zavalla,
for
Tex.,
C.
writes
LaCroix,
the
takes
irear
which
is the redirgote,
hay
When no fish get tangled in your line;
not wed
torn» of the long fitted coat, and is made j "and used it for a stubborn oase of Piles, But he that courte and doe·
MRS. HIRAM JACKSON,
Bate your hook with a bumble bee,
b*
Sold
F.
court
me
la
oured
himself
[t
find
T
a
enffs
with
lpetead.
with
permanently."
|
Pari· Hill, Maine.
raven
and
.or
may
cape
ind keep on taking Rooky Mountain
Ma Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff à Go.
Β

Ο

Not TiARC otic.

Setd-

m.

low

of

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral,

Opium.Morphine

ÂbcJkv*

that Touch
'The Lips
"
A LSO
Liquor Shall Never Touch Mine.'
tongue could not keep from that honey.
"Mary," responded the bard, devoted- When they reached home It was all
straw."
Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
ly, "I take mine through a
srone.
Needless to say he got the kiss.
he.
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
"I wish I had that honey." said
made to order.
"You have It," said his grandpa, yard. Cements steps
Wm. Tell had just shot the apple from "but it's in the wrong place, that's all."
South Paris, Maine.
"Remember

Signature

Promoles Digestion,Cheerful·

8100.
91.00

Portland to Boflton,

and-land.

Burne was wooing Highland Mary.
"You've been at it again," she said.

Bears the

I\KVMS.'( HII.DKKN

jkuptafOUù-SiMUILimMR

other lines.

don.
This description shows the powder to
be even more powerful than was supposed. The compound, which was invented by Prof. Shimose, is of much
greater explosive force than gun cotton
Whereas a shell with a
or dynamite.
bursting charge of the compounds ordinarily used in Europe le broken into a
comparatively small number of fragments, the majority of which are scattered through a very limited arc, the
Shimose explosive shatters tbe projectile
into from 2,000 to 3 000 pieces, which are
driven in every direction with equal
force, so that nothing can live in the
vicinity. It is claimed that, in spite of
"BETTER LET MS CAKltY THAT J A It."
its tremendous power, the powder can
be handled with perfect safety. It also
to mother." he said, looking Into the
has tbe advantage of cheapness, its cost
It looked so good that he took a
Jar.
of
cotton.
that
half
about
gun
being
It goes without saying that the Tokyo lick with his tongue.
authorities take the most elaborate pre"My. that's good! I guess I'll sell
cautions to keep secret tbe details of tbe half of it and buy myself toys." Then
manufacture of the powder.—New York he tjok another lick.
Times.
"My, it's nearly half gone." he
thought. "I guess I'll save tbe rest

spake

f.

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

REDUCED RATES.
Sta'erooins,

Always Bought

ÀV&getable Preparalionfor As
similatlng the Food andReg ula-

praiied."—Fred J. Bennett, Wealiorruington,
iti.

The experts have been reasoning from
what was known of the destructive effect
of the powder in the naval battles already fought, for it was not until recently that a detailed description of what the
explosive can accomplish reached Lon-

And he

The Kind You Have

be equaled, aud can
never bo t->0 highly

daily except Sunday, at 7 p.
Freight rates always as

between Russia and
Since the
Japan began good deal has been heard
of tbe Shiraose powder, which, in tbe
opinion of military experts, gives Japan

great advantage both

For Infants and Children.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,

friends

mix^g we^ toj

ΟΛΟ

that honey.
"I'll give

war
a

a

Couldn't Eat without
Dhtrws—
Quioklf Cured

little bear.
Trudging along
He was delighted.
toward Benrville he hugged the precious Jar to his little stomach and
thought what be would do with all

lie-But

Japan's Wonderful

Complaint—

our

Certain Teat.

her and I cannot praise it too highly."
Cure relieves coughs,
Serve six small ice-cold oyetere in each One Minute Cough
cute out phlegm,
cocktail glass, with a couple of teaspoon- makes breathing easy,
draws out inflammation, and removes
fuls of a sauce made bv
strain on
every cause *of a cough and
eether one teaspoonful of finely
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
OYSTER COCKTAILS.

Ρ

away in the hollow trees. Little Bruin
worked well, and be and grandpa
filled up several jars with the sweet
sirup, and one of these was given to

Seiere Liter

...

Di

—

QUAKER RANGE

Organs,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

and

De taken out irom tne pan it may De
turned back again to an upright position,
brushed over with a little butter, s fted
lightly with flour, and exposed again to
the upper heat of the oven that it may
become well browned.
During the
process of baking, first one sideandthen
the other of the turkey should be turned
toward the hottest part of the oven,
that both sides may brown uniformly.

—

A

get the honey wblcb tbe bees had put

Z. made the thirteen tricks.

of my

Îuii

large

SIMON STAHL,

Removable Nickel lldh,

packed tightly, however,—the openings

As soon as the turkey is placed in the
oven, put the giblets and neck with
about a quart of cold water in a.sauce
Dan on a portion of the range where the
Key to the Pniiler.
heat is moderate, and let them
Concealed Kitchen Uten- slowly until the turkey is done. Then
No. 316.
sils: Kettle. Pall. Pau. Cup. Bowl. take up the giblets, chop fi°ely*he
Dtshpan. Tray. Sieve. Stove. Strain- heart, and, if desired, the giz^rd Mash
Ladle. Dish. China closet. Dip- the liver to a fine powder with a silver
er.
fork. Blend a heaping tablespoonful of
per. Pot. Poker.
flour smoothly, first with two table
No. 317.—Diamond: 1. E. 2. Emu. 3.
BDoonfuls of cold water and then with a
Event. 4. Emerson. 5. Unsay, β. Toy.
half-cupful of the hot liquid In which
7. N.
the gibleta have been cooking. Let the
2. remainder come to a
No. 318.
Metagram: 1. Heed.
boil, and
Seed. 3. Weed. 4. Reed. 5. Deed. β. blended flour; continue to stir until all
is perfectly smooth. Season with salt
Feed. 7. Meed.
and pepper, and add the chopped and
No. 310.—Charade: Robin Hood.
makes a delicious,
No. 320.—Song Symbol: "Crossing the mashed giblets. This
delicate gravy. If» however, it should
Bar."
be desired, the liquid left in the baking
No. 321.—A Rimless Square:
pan after all fat or grease has been
w
Ρ
D
off, a small cupful of hot water
may be added and stirred around the
Ο
Β
Αφ
pan thoroughly, the whole to be strained
COR
well before combining with the gravy in
the saucepan.
Τ
L
Ρ

Baking Powder and Delicious FlaToring Extrac**

A cook booh containing 76 excellent receipt*; for using Hie Food nailed tree to any address.

In any

old bird. The flesh should be firm
but tender, and light in color. The
wings should bend back readily, and the
ekin where the wings and tody join
should be tender, thin and easily broken.
The legs of a young turkey are always
smooth and black; the feet are pliable
to the touch, and the neck is not very
long. If there be any reason to fear that
the turkey is neither young nor tender
it will be far better to have it served
either boiled or braised, as through these
slow methods of cookery even
the
toughest of meats may be made tender.
The intestines should always be removed as soon as possible, all pinfeathers taken out, and hairs singed off.
The outside of the turkey is then to be
well washed with a clean, wet cloth. Do
not allow poultry or any fresh meat to
stand and soak in water, as the flesh being soluble in water, much of its best
flavor will be extracted and lost in this
way. Wipe out well the inside of the
turkey with a wet cloth. In case of
doubt as to the perfect freshness of the
turkey, rinse the inside well out several
times, using for the last washing a quart
of water in which has been dissolved a
teaspoonful of bicarbonate of soda,
which will have a thoroughly cleansing
and purifying effect.
Dry the inside
well with a clean, dry cloth, after removing all soft red matter which may be
found adhering to the interior portion
of the frame.
A frozen turkey must always be allowed to stand in a warm room until
thoroughly thawed out before being
prepared to cook. The heart, liver, gizzard and neck are to be washed and put
aside for the gravy. The thin outer
skin of the gizzard must be cut and
drawn off very carefully, the heart opened, and the clot of blood always found
on the inside cut out or washed away.
When the dressing is filled in—not
an

"Fiud a good thing and stick to it"
said the glue.
"1X> the work you are suited for,"
said the ehimuey.—Brown Book.

F

tbe otber day.
His grandfather promised him that
if he were a good bear and kept his
paws clean for a week he should go
with him to gather honey, and that if
be helped well he should have a Jar.
Bruin was, of course, a model bear,
and at tbe end of tbe week went out
into the woods with grandpa bear to

GASTORIA

"I fttl il my dutr to
e*pr**» n.y gratitude Ιο
fur the benefit 1
»TC receired and un
now
rect-'irmt fro to
■L. Γ.' Atwowf· Medicii». Τ hne year» ago
1 «ru «ererety troubled
with liver complaint.
It >u Impoiiiblt fur
me to partake of tbe
iiïhU-rt fuod without
Iti re. ·, At lait I VM
ailvifed bj a friend Ιο
t:y Ί. F.' Widieine;
t d *!Vr unnp two
L..ttln, inu perfectly
w il.
itiaalMaapring
millième which cannot

AND EAT IT TOO

Have you beard about Little Bruin and
bow be saved tbe houey? No? Well, 1
guess that is because it only happened

¥

THE THE "L. F." DID IT

CANT HAVE YOUR CAKE

why do yon think your new
end of the breast-bone should be soft
are horrid? She—Because
and supple, yielding easily to pressure; photographs
one and none
if hard and difficult to bend, it indicates all my girl friends ask for
men
do!

tablespoonful of salt, a dessertspoonful
light of everything," eaid the of pepper, a dessertspoonful of finely
ininced parsley, a teaspoonful of thyme,
of a medium-sized onion.
and the
"Aspire to greater things." Bald the Mix all juice and rub in
well,
thoroughly a
MASON 10 BLOCK,
nutmeg.
half-cupful of soft butter. Do not
said
"Be sharp In all your dealings,"
NORWAY.
moisten the bread at all. The butter
Telephone Connection.
the knife.
will produce sufficient moisture.

w Early Risers

is

to eat.

An Aolrn»! Story Per
Little PoIHa

culiar combination naturally suggests
suspicions of foul play. Tbe duke,
playing lu the room at Bath, held In
bia hands king, knave, nine, seven or
rumps (clubs); ace, king of diamonds;
see, king, queen, knave of hearts, and
ace, king, queen of spades, and yet
was unable u secure u single trick and,
moreover, lost a bet of fcJO.OUO upon
tLo baud. This iucredlble result was
achieved as follows: The duke of
course led with a trump and found bij
His left
purtuer void in that suit.
hand adversary, whom we may call V.,
having ace, queen, ten, eight, and his
right hand adversary, Z., the remaining
Ave trumps and no diamonds, the consequence u ns that Z. trumped diamonds
twice, and Y., sitting over the duke
with better trumps, after taking the
sixth trick l ad the lead with the seven
remaining uiamouds, and thus Y. and

The

sewed up, and the wings and legs fastenbelow another, the interlacing zig*ags, ed in proper place, the turkey may be
beginning with the second letter of sprinkled over with pepper and salt,
the first word and the fourth letter of rubbed well all over with soft butter,
the lirst word, will spell the nume of a dredged lightly with flour and placed on
the rack which has been set in the botpoem und its author.
The oven must
2. Re- tom of the baking-pan.
Crosswords; 1. To pollute.
bo very hot. Pour a cupful of boiling
3. Ending. 4. Viewing with water on the bottom of the
bellion.
pan, and
aide glances, ό. Withering, β. A suc- baste the turkey thoroughly every ten
Scoffer,
8.
Morose.
7.
If the basting liquid
or fifteen minutes.
ceeding part.
10. To shun or avoid.
becomes exhausted, renew by a cupful
y. Anchor.
of hot water. A turkey weighing twelve
Ho. 331.—In Seaaon.
pounds should bake in three hours, an
of fifteen
minutes to the
Kearrauge the letters to form words. allowance
At the end of fifteen or twenty
A A U U Ε Ε S M Χ Τ L Υ—Beau- pound.
minutes the turkey may be turned breast
tiful foliage.
downward. In this position the juices
Ο Ο D D Ν It Ε L· ti—A wayside
of the turkey will flow downward toward
flower.
the breast, giving to the white meat,
Τ Τ Ν Ν Τ Y G Η Ρ A U Ι-Α kind which is often dry and lacking in taste,
of party.
a much richer quality and flavor. About
1 1 1' Je* 1' M Λ ν Λ £ι—ouuit-kuiug twenty minutes before the turkey is to

Register,

COMPLETE

A r>nou Wklat Hud.
The most notorious band of whlal
►ver played la that known as "the
Duke of Cumberland's' band." It ha*
never been definitely settled bow tbls
band came tu be dealt, but sucb a pe-

tatl·, Mm

■
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Wheeler,

The nickel rails

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

,n<l

50 cts.. w«k .t

Variety Store, Norway.
1

